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CP'~PTER I 
nrTRODUCTION 
The first t\~ decades of the twentieth century were very ac-
tive ones in German for philosophers of law. The beginning of the 
f'irst World War saw the completion of the long process of' consoli-
dation of' the Germanies, and its end resulted in the birth of the 
precarious republic of Austria, vdth its severe economic problems 
and many constitutional reforms. 
It was at this time that Professor Hans Kelsen of' Vienna Uni-
versity began to write the books on legal philosophy ~1ich devel-
oped into a systematic legal positivism, now called "The Pure The-
ory of Law", or "normative jurisprudence". 
Hans Kelsen was born in Prague, ~O~echoslovakia in 1881. He 
rec~lved his LL.D. degree from Vienna University in 1906, and held 
a professorship there fron 1911 to 1929- After this long tenure 
in Vienna he moved to Cologne for three years, leaving there for 
the Geneva Institute of International Studies in 1933. He stayed 
at Geneva for three years this first time, but left there to take 
a professorship at the Prague German University from 1936 to 1938, 
when the Anschluss prompted his l"eturn to Geneva. This time he re-
mained there for two years, his departure now being for the United 
States. He came here in 1940 at the invitation of Harvard Univer-
1 
r 
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sity. He lectured at Harvard for one year, and then accepted a 
professorship of Political Science at the University of California, 
Berkeley, where he has remained since. He was an active professor 
there from 1942 to 1952, at which time he was made Professor Emeri-
tus at the age of seventy-one. 
During his stay at Vienna Univorsity, he had a major hand in 
the writing of one of the Austrian consitutions. l He became a 
naturalized citizen of the United States in 1945. 
Professor Kelsen has reoeived five honoris causa LL.D. de-
grees: from Harvard, the University of Utrecht, the University of 
Chicago, the University of California, and the National University 
of Mexico. He resides at present in Berkeley, California. 2 
In 1934 Dean Hoscoe Pound of Yale charaoterized Kelsen as "un-
questionably the leading jurist of the time,"3 and further assign-
ed him a plaoe in the history of the~philosophy of law equal to 
that of Kant in the history of philosophy. ~~ether or not this 1s 
preoisely true, it does refleot the high regard in which Pl'>ofessor 
lErich Voegelin, "Kelsen's Pure Theory of Law," Political Sci-
ence ?uarterli' XLII (1927) 271-276. Professor Voegellnis comment 
on-th s contI' bution to the Austrian constitution is that it is 
"the most important event in themoderl1 history of constitutions 
from the point of view of legal technique," and adds that "with its 
background of the pure theory of law, it is a remarkable contribu-
tion to the development of demooraoy." (p. 275) 
2Whots Who ~ Ameriqa (Chicago, 1958), XXX, 1L~93. 
3R.oscoe Pound, "Law and tho· Science of Law in Recent Theo-
ries, n Yale Law Journal, XLIII (1934), 532. (~uoted in l'lilliam Eb-
enstein, The 'PUre Theory £f. 1E:.! (Hadison, 1945), xi. 
r 
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Kelsen is held by many notable jurints in this countl"'Y and Europe, 
and also in South J\norica and Japan. Even those ',"Jho oppose his 
Pure Theory of Law testify to his imp02tance by their nUl~ibor and 
the seriousness of their critical efforts. 
'1'l1e number of books and articles written about his theory is 
quite impressive. The bibliography to his 1946 work in English, 
General Theory £! &!! and state,4 lists 118 books and articles in 
every major western lanGuage and Japanese. This listing is far 
from com.plete. It limits itself to "the more im.portant contribu-
tions to the disoussion of the problems oonoerned."5 
Any philosophy of law, it would aeem, may be analyzed from 
the point of view of a lawyer or from that of a philosopher, md 
each analysis will treat of a generally different, even if overla~ 
ping, set of problems. Therefore, the aim and scope of this the-
4This book is the definitive expc:fsition of Kelsen's theory in 
English. It is ro lilothing of an historical quirk in the develop-
ment of the Pure Theory of Law, bocause Kelson had already com-
pleted his theory in 1934 vdth his Reine Rechtslel~e. The General 
Theorf (published at Harvard) is, as Kelsen says, "Intended to re-
fOr'mu ate rather than oerely to republish thouE~ltS and ideas pre-
viously expressed in German and French." CP. xiii) This reformu-
lation was made desirable by Kelsen's extended stay in the United 
States, a visit caused in the first place by World War Two. 
The doctrine which General ~heorz is reorganizing was expres-
sed in a large number of bOOKS and articles. or these tho fot!.!' 
main books are: Hauttprobleme del" Staatsrechtslehre (1911), All-
~eme1ne Staatslewe 19~51, TheorIe Generals du BroIt IntcrnatrOndt 
Public (19~8), and the Reine fleontsle1'5:re. Mucn of the oniticism 
of Kelsents theory was written before 1<146. General Theory 2! ~ 
and State will be referred to hereafter as GT. 
- -
5GT , 458. 
4 
s is is to examine the Pure '.l..neory of Law from the point of view of 
a philosopher, and more particularly from the point of view of a 
Thomist. 
The Thomist point of view is important to this paper, because 
it establishes a basic difference between it and another study of 
Kelsan's Pure Theory of Law already made. The other work is Wil-
liam Ebensteints excellent book entitled, ~ ~ Theory 2! ~, 
published at the Wisconsin University Press in 1945.6 Like the 
present paper, it is also a general summary of Kelsen's doctrine, 
but besides being more detailed, it is also organized around an en-
tirely different philosophical point of view. This establishes a 
very different basis for criticism, and even in the exposition pro-
duces a difference in selectivity and emphasis. 
From the point of view of the present wrt ter, ~'1en, Kelsen t s 
Pure Theory of Law admits of a division into four parts. The first 
includes its most theoretical aspects".,or what may be call'ed its 
philosophical foundation. The second is its doctrine on the two 
fundamental concepts of jurisprudence: the nature of law and of 
justice. The third is its doctrine on the basic legal institutions, 
that is, the person, state, and international law. 'rhe fourth in-
cludes the practical applications of Kelsen's theory which seem of 
6This book was first published at Prague in 1938 under the 
title, Die Rechtsphilosophie Schule der Reinen Rechtslehre. Its 
originar-manuscrlpt was translated intO EnglIsh by Charles H. Wil-
son, but the 1945 version represents the author's own extensive re-
vision of the original translation, both in form and substance. 
r 
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grea tel" mor.'1ent to the nrf'l sent tJri tel'. 
This four-fold division dictates the procedure of the thesis. 
It will be to star'" t \'li til the preliminary consido::~ations at the end 
of this chapter, then to take up ellch of the four ')ax'ts of Kelsen's 
theory, and to end with a consideration of the main lines of criti-
cism of it. 
The preliminary considerations to be made before the examina-
tion of Kelsents actual doctrin~ concern the historical background 
of the Pure Theory of Law. This back8round is an historico-intel-
lectual texture composed of three main elements. rrhese elements 
are: Kelsen's association with the Vienna Circle and Moritz 
Schlicl!, the political history of Germany fl"om the eighteen-six-
ties to the Great War, and Kelsen's training in Kantian philosophy. 
The first of these elements--Kelsents personal association 
with the Vienna Circle--is a matter of faot,7 but it only began in 
1923, and Kelson' stheory does not bear any marked at 2;n of the in-
flue:':lce of analytical positivism. Just vlhat eleraents in his theo .... 
ry are due to the influence of the Vienna Circle, and what he held 
already because of his Kantian background, is hard to say. It is 
sufficient here to note that he was for a ti:ne personally associ-
ated with the members of the Vienna Circle. 
The second elernent is the historical ph.enomenon of the German 
dl"ive towards unity which br; ;n i;, t}'J) eig:hteen-sixtles and contln~ 
7 Jerome Hall, !1 Inte~),>at i ve ,;}"urisprl)".)l1ce, If InterDrcta tions of 
~,lodern Legal Philo;Jophief:, (ow York, 1947) t 320. -
, 
o 
uedup to the Great 'i'JaI~, and the influence this had on German legal 
thiru{ing of the time. Professor Erich Voegelin describes the phe-
nomenon in the following manner: 
Tho unification of Germany and the emergence of a federal con-
stitutional and administrative law stimulated speculation on 
the problems of legal theory, and the sight of a magnificent 
legal structure rising out of the former unsatisfactory state 
of disunion drew attention particularly to the problems of 
concrete positive law as against abstract natural law. One 
might say that the rise of the empire, the spectacle of a new 
body of law being cI'sated, proved fatal to the ~urvival of 
eighteenth-century ;Speculations on natural law.t) 
Professor Voegelin adds further that this movement to separate 
legal theory in the strict sense out of a mass of problems tl"adi-
tionally assembled under the vague title of Staatslehre was start-
ed in Germany by Karl Gerber, Laband, and George Jellinek. Al-
though Kelsan roundly criticizes them, especially Jellinek, for 
theil" natural law tendencies, he still wi shes to stress the point 
that he is carrying on the tradition.of these men, and claims that 
he is doing in a more nerfect way what.-they were able to achieve 
only in part. 9 
The third, and perhaps most important, element of this his-
torico-intellectual background is h.elsen's traininG in Kantian phi-
losophy. Kelsen most certainly is u neo-Kantian in his legal phi-
losophy, but the peculiar meaninG of that term when anplied to him 
is ::tatter for the following chapter. Suffice it to say here that 
8voegelin, "Kelsen's Puro Theory of Law," 269. 
9Ibid. 
-
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he is deanly indebted to Kant for the structure of his Pure rfheory. 
One more preliminary consideration remains, and that is the 
reception accorded Kelsen's theory in Gorman and Austria. 
The reactions were varied" but even though there was opposi-
tion, Kelaen was recognized as a thinker of such stature that a 
group formed around him which ca.me in time to be called generally 
"The Vienna School. nIts rilembers were such men as Adolf Merkl, Ru-
dolf A. Metall, the phenomenologists Fritz Schreier and Felix Kauf-
mann (who was also an original member of the Vienna Circle). and 
Alfred Vel"dross, who later fell away from adherence to the Pure 
f2heory.lO In this country, Charle s H. Wilson, Josef L. Kunz, and 
Henry Janzen have written quite favorably of Kelson's theory. 
From the start, however, there was also opno:Jition. It con-
sisted mainly of two schools: those who held the psychological in-
terpretation of legal validity as pu~ forward by Bierlinc, Jelli-
, 
nak, and Stammler, and those of the oo'C'iolocical school of Eugen 
Ehrlich, Sombo, and !;lax Weber. 11 There ar'e frequent polemics in 
Kelsen's writings against both of these schools. 
10Freiherr von dSI' Heydte, tiNa tm'cll 
porary Germa.n Jurisprudence,!1 translated 
ul"a.1 ~ Porum, I (1956), 116. 
llEbensteln1 111-112. 
Law rrendencios in Contem-
by Gerha:edt Uiomeyor', Hat-
-
TIIB PIIILOGOPHICl'.L ~i'm.mDt\ TION 
Kelsen's Pure l'heory of Law has boen l'eferred to as ttnco-l':antr-
iann legal philosophy~ and as regards its epistemological founda-
tion, this is certainly ture. Kelsen holds the pI'istine Kantian 
doctrine which states that "cognition itself creates its objects, 
out of ::l1aterials provided by the sense sand 1n accordance \'t th its 
immanent laws."l His adherence to Kant also includes the distinc-
tionbetween the transoendent and tho tl~anscendental realms~ and 
its consequent rejection of r:1etaphysios. This distinotion is the 
logioal basis on whioh he constructs the frcnnework of his pure 
legal theory, as we shall see later. 
But ICelsen t s Kantianism is by nd .:;~eans that of tho 1160taphIs-
1sc11e l'.nfangsG£tinde ~ Hechtslehra, and the categorioal imD6ra-
tiva. It does not GO beyond the CritiCJ,u~ ££ ~ 11o&sol1. Kelsan 
:L'efers to the categorical ii:1perative as a :noaningless tautology, 2 
and objects to givins the will any status in the formation of law 
lHans Kelsen, "Hatural Law Doctrine and Legal Positivism," 
tl~anslated by l;\loli'gang Herbert Kraus. itn Goneral The0fm of La.w and State, 434. This ~mono,s;raph is '.Jrintod as 'eho QPp8~irto-~ 
eral Theo~l' pp. 389-448. It will be referred to hereafter as 
~ 
-
2Q1., 10. 
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other than that of a (:lere instl"ument in the process of' determina-
tion. If he grants Kant's distinction between Duro and nractical 
reason, the concession only results in his placing of jurisprudonce 
entirely within the realm of pure, not practical, reason. 
'rhis Kantian epistemology, however, is not the driving force 
in Kelsen's theory of law. It is rat her the milieu or context 1n 
which he is werking, and out of which ho is drawing the general 
logico-philosophical structure to sup?ort his tllain concern, which 
is for the purity or legal theory. This desire 1'01" a ,lUra legal 
theol"'Y is described by J. vVultel"l Jones in these words: 
Kelson has set out to show that an independent science 
of law is not cnly possible but indispensable • ••• Fur from 
being too abstract, the science of law, in the view of Kelsen. 
has never yet been abstract enouEh. • •• Only by I'estricting 
his field and l-'esolutely refusing to wander along any road 
thich may bring him in contact with the extra-legal \'0 rId, 
can he [the legal theorist] hope to avoid the pitfalls which, 
in Kelsen's View, await those who think they can use legal 
technique to solve problems of politIcs or 00 ciology. Law 
MUS t therefore be defined so as: to cut it off fl"om ei(.erything 
which may enmesh legal science wi·til an alien study. • ••••• 
The physical, psycholo0;ical, and sociolo~;ical ~cts of law 
bel one; to the science of Nature and not of Law.3 
This desire for purity is the l~eal moving force of Kelsen's 
theol"Y, and so, although it is based on u Kantian epistemology, it 
has rightly earned a distinctive and non-Kantian title, the Pure 
'I'heory of La'll. 
The purity K61sen is striving for is three-fold, based on the 
three-fold distinction so cOl1;::enio.l to l:ant t s critical philosophy, 
3J. Walter J'ones, Historical Introduction to the ~h001"'Y of 
Law, (Oxford, 1956) 2 ed., 224. - - -
10 
between sensibility, the realm 01' Pl,u"o forms, and the rei..i.lm of pure 
ideas. In accord with these tilree divisions, Kelsen says, thel'e 
are three realms of human cOGnitional activity: 1) the realm of 
l;totaphysics and all other ideology, including tilo ideoloQ'" of law, 
natural law theol'Y, and philosophy of justice; 2} the realm of the 
normative sciences, one of which is jUl"'isprudonco (others are eth-
ics, politics, :;l'lli,1:;;mr, and aesthetics); 3) and the realm of the 
empiri cal, natural sciences, wh~ch include empix'ical jUl~ispl"udonce. 
This considers law as a psychological or sociological phenomenon. 
'J.1herefore Kelsen wishes to establish a pure leii;al science 
which is free fl"orJ. adulterating influences COJ:lling from three "di-
rections": from metaphysics, natural law theory and philosophy of 
justice above, from. psychology and sociology below, and from the 
influence coming "horizontally" from other normative sciences which 
are less pure, especially othics and politics. 
'11he purity thut Kelsan desires may. be loolted upon as "a purity 
of s'U.bject ;:latter, but m.ore properly he ,vi shes it to be a purity 
of method: 
It is by confining jurisprudence to a structural analysis of 
positive law that legal science is separated from philosophy 
of justice and sociplogy of law, and that tho pU:'2ity of its 
method is attained.4 
frhis citation seems to indic,~te thi:lt the purity of nethod in-
tended depends on the common sense fact thut no other f10ld of 
knowledge analyzes the structupo of positive law. But Kelsen's 
11 
purity Goes much deeper. For if co.~,;nition creates its objects, as 
Kelsen holds, then the purity or independence of any object de-
pends radically on the purity or independence of tho cognitional 
process that attains it. Likewise the purity of a science 1;'Jill 
depend on the uniqueness of the cognitional method by '...nich it at-
tains 1 ts object. And Ke13 en says, "to cor:;nizo somethinG jm.-isti':" 
r.' 
cally or legally can only mean to know it; to be law.".,:) That is, 
thel"'G is a way of knowing peculiar to the normative scienoe of 
jm'isprudence. 
He arrives at his position this way: for him, as for Kant, 
the world is a non-unified set of clements which presents itself 
to hWThlln sensibility. 'rhese elements might be called lIfa.ctal!. (And 
hel'e is the charter of posl tivism against all metaphysics.) ifIan 
unifies the rJOrld of f'a.cts in flobjectslt by knovdng them. };Ioreover, 
according to Kelson, there are two d~ffel"ent methods of thinking 
" 
by which he does this. One is the principle of causality, and the 
connecting of the elements in the world by this /:1cthod pl"oducos 
Nature. The other is a normative principle, and it orociuces 800i-
ety. This latter Ilethod of thinl1::ing consists in connection by so-
cial norms, prin.cipally by the norm, or principle, or rctribution.6 
The principle of retribution consists in a "freolt sequonce of 
events a.s opposed to a determined causal one. For example, 1ight-
SIlans Kelsen, qaupt;erobleme der Staatsr:~chtslehre (rrttbingen, 
1932) 2 ed., 11. quoted in EbensWn, 39. 
6Hans Kelsen, Society and Natul."e (Ohico9.[:o, 19LJ.3), viii. 
12 
ning strikin;:, not as the result of tho action of blind forces of 
nature, but as a sanction administered by a cod in rotribution for 
some displeasing act. 
Amonr:: the ;;henomena, or facts, in the world, we find tho be-
'luvior of men, and so of courso we may considor tho behavior of 
men according to the principle of causality or tho principle of 
retribution. In the first case, this behavior will bo a part of 
Nattu"e, and matter for the empiric0d sciences; in the second case, 
it will be a part of ~)ocietYJ and. matorial for normative sciences. 
Ke1sen says: 
Since norms determine human behavior, tho scienco of law, in 
describing the law as a set of norms is also d~scribing hu-
man behavior; but it does not describe it as it takes plaoe 
as causa and effect in natural reality. It desoribes behav-
ior as it is
7
datermined, i. a., pl~escribed or permitted, by 
Ie gal norms. 
rrherefore, the remote objeot of the soience of jurisprudence 
is, according to :;:~elsen, human behavior; and i ts proxim.at~. object 
is the set of norms which comprises positive law. The philosophi-
oal status of the norm is described by Kelsen as follows: 
To say that a norm is cl~eated by a fact is a fi[~ure of speeoh. 
The norm is the specific meaning of the fact, and this mean-
ing, not porc~ptible by our senses, is the result of an in-
terpretation. ti 
That is, according to an irrunanent law of human cognition, 
some elements of human behavior are interpreted as norms. These 
7I:Ians lCelsen, "3cience and Politics, It The A::1orican Political 
( r') t.r::;' -Science ~1eview, XLV September, 19;11 ,.);:::>1. 
8Ibid., 649. 
-
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elements are called legislative acts. In this sense, kno'wing a law 
is creatinG a law. It is when men interpret a human act as law 
that thnt act assumes a normative charact;er and truly becomes law. 
It is the task of jurisprudence to talk about the contents of 
these norms" 
We shall now discuss more in particular each of the three 
freedoms Y~lsen desires for legal theory. 
The first is freedom from the ideolozy of law: metaphy~ios, 
natural law theory, and philosophy of justice. This is a standard 
positivistic position which Kelsen ennunciates in the followinG 
way: 
Cognition can grasp only a!Jositive ox"der evidenced by objec-
tively detol"'minable acts. This order is tho posi tivc law. 
Only this can be an object of science; only this is the ob-
ject of' a pure theory of la~ which is a science, not meta-
physics of the law • ••• It seeks the real and possible, not 
the oorrect law. It is in this sense a radically realistic 
and empirical theory.9 
This concern for facts implies a sp'iri t of posi tivism some-
what similar to that of the Vienna Circle. But althouch Kelsen 
does reject m.eta~)hysics as unvox'ifiable ideolOGY, his position is 
based on the distinction between transcendental forms and tran-
scendent ideas rather than on any bare concern for analysis and 
verification. He was never seriously concerned about a logical 
analysis of legal propOSitions, but rather with establishing the 
character of law as a system of norms. Although he holds that 
9GT , 13. 
-
"like any other empirical science, normative jurisprudence de-
scribes its particular object, II he irrL'TIediately adds, "but its ob-
ject is norms and not patterns of actual behavior."lO This concern 
for norms is similal' to Schlic1c' a position on val ue judgments and 
tho basia of ethics,ll but Kelsen's lack of interest in logical 
analysis tends to make the establishment of his exact l"elationshlp 
to the Vienna Cirl)lo still problenatica.l. 
But Kelson's positivism is indeed a theory which "turns away 
from a transcendent sphere beyond e~erlence, not viable to reason 
and tho senses, as fl"om a useless construction. ,,12 As such it is a 
lcind of empirical monism which has a hif::~h esteem fOl" science. For 
~elsen avers that 
The metaphysical-religious dualism of heaven and earth, of God 
and wOl"ld, is overcome when man, especially throt:l.f.,;h the ad-
vance of empil"ica1 science, finds the courage to discard the 
realm of the transcendent, which is beyond his e~)erienco, be-
cause it is an unknowable, uncon,trollable, and thel~efore sci-
entifically useless hypothesis. 13 : 
" 
10£!!. 163. 
11See Victor Kraft, The Vienna Circle (New York, 1953), 183-
0.84. He sums up Schlick's doctrIne on ethics in the following 
~vords: "The possible scientific achievements of ethics arc limited 
to the description and systematization of moral norms, but no norms 
are posited in scientific ethics. Ethics can validate derivative 
Inorms in terms of fundalnental norms, but it cannot justifi( the most 
Ifundam.ental norms, it can only describe their acce:0tance as a fact. 
~here are no criteria for absolute values, all values are relative 
to a subject. On the other hand, ethics can e¥lain nOl"ms on the 
oasis of general extra-legal conditions; it can deduce moral atti-
tudes from the natural laws of behavior in gen01"ul. If 
12Ebenstein, 110. 
l3g 'U', 433. 
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Someti::nes in this context Kelson talks of tho ro[.dm of :nota ... 
physics and "tl~anscendenta1 justice" as if that roalm wero real 
enouGh but just beyond the scope of present considerations. For in ... 
stance he says that "the problem of justice, by its very nature 
lies beyond the borderlines of a nornutive jurisprudence, confined 
to a theory of ")osi tive law ••• ,,14 But what he really means is that 
there is no realm beyond the one considered by normative jurispru-
dence, except tho one of emotion and ideology. Therefore he holds 
that "justice is an irrational ideal. illS He 0.100 holds that nat-
ural law is meaningless when compal"'ed toposi tive law, but we shall 
consider his full position on thut subject in tho next chapter. 
Now we turn our attention to Ke1sen's ')03i tion on the relation 
of legal theory to natural science. rie hELve all"er.tdy seen his con-
oral opistemolo[ical foundation, which is based on a Kantian model, 
but introduces new doctrines. In this po~ition the direct object 
'j 
of legal theory is norms, while its indirect object is the human 
behavior deternined by these norms. ':Chese norms, as the specific 
meaning of certain human acts, are obviously 10Cical l"'ather than 
real anti ties, and it seems that they are sOf:1ething like Kant's 
pure forms of experience. But Kelsen sometir.les ~ oaks of the ob-
ject of legal theory as if it were a physical bOing in nature, as 
for instance, when he says: 
14,Q'!:, 174. 
lS,Q!, 13. 
Legal reality, the specifio existenoe of the law, manifests 
itself in a phenomenon whioh is mostly desicnsted as the pos-
itiveness of law. The speoific subject of legal science is 
positive or 1"'eal law i:p. contradistinction to m ideal law, 
the goal of politics. ln 
But even here the phenomenon in which legal reality manifests 
itself is of the normative order. lfhat is, it is a 10Cical pheno:rn--
enon, the result of considering the elements of human behavior as 
oonneoted and unified by a retributive prinoiple, just as a natural 
phenomenon is the result of considering a set of elements in the 
world according to the connection of causality. 
This distinotion between norm and Nature is also expressed as 
the distinotion between "IsII and nOught". Ebenstein says of Kel-
sen: 
He makes of the Is and the Ought a formal-logical, insoluble 
antagonism, whioh has for consequence an inevitable division 
of the sciences. According as the object of research is the 
Is of actual events--that is, reality--or an ethical, legal, 
esthetic, or other Ou€;ht--that is, ideal i tY--30 our knowledge 
divides itself into two fundamentally distinct groups, the 
world into two realms which no PB;.th unites. The scie'nces iny: 
turn are divided into ca.usal soiences and normativo sciences;' 
This distinction between the kinds of sciences also concerns 
the kind of statements a science uses to dOscl"ibe its object. As 
Kelsen holds: 
The statements by which a normative jurisprudence describes 
law a1"S different from the statements by which s sociology of 
law describes its objeot. 'fhe former are ought-statements, 
the latter are is-statements of the sar:1e type as laws of na-
1691, xiv. 
17Ebenstein, 6. 
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tura. 18 
Even statements about the specific existence and content of 
norms should be oUght-statements accordinG to 1(e180n. itA statement 
to the effect that somethln::;-; ought to occur is a statement about 
the existence and the contents of a norm, not a statement about 
natural reality, i. e., actual events in nature. "19 
Therefore Kelsen sets up two separate realms: that of 3ein 
-
(translated as tllslf) and that of Sollen (tranal ated by Ke]s en as 
HOught!!, but by Voegelin as tfessenceft20), and corresponding to 
these two realms the two kinds of ata tements which describe thera: 
is-statements and oUght-statements respectively. 
Since positive law is an historical fact as well as a set of 
pure norms, it will be possible to make is-statements about law. 
But, as was just stated above, the science vhich does this is the 
sociolof~ of law, a science radically distinct from tuue and pure 
jurisprudence. For jurisprudence in the strict sense conc'6rns it-
self only with the law as it stands, a set of norms with a specific 
content and existence in the normative order. But 
the «uestion as to where the content of the positive legal or-
der has originated, as to what factors have caused this con-
tent, is beyond this cognition [that is, connection according 
to the principle of retribution] , which is limited to the 
19GT 
-' 
2Ovoegelin, "Kelson's Pure Theory of Law," 269, 270. 
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given system of' positive legal norms in its "ou,::;htft quality.21 
It is especially against this 00 ciology of law and against the 
psychology of law that the norrnativity of the Pure rrheory is postu-
lated. For Kelsen sees that such views of jurisprudenoe result in 
malcing personal COll.Sent, or the will of a group the essenoe of law, 
and above all he wishes to avoid such errors. His 'view is that the 
way such human factors influence the law is by the existence of a. 
presupposed basic norm which speoifies that such and such an act is 
la.w creating. The de fucto existence of such a norm is discovered 
by an empirical examination of an existing order of positive law. 
Here we see Kelsan's combination of radical positivism, which 
attains its objeot always by an analysis of empirioal facts, with 
a theory of normativity, which is at least a formalism and possibly 
a kind of idealism.. Henry Janzen indicates this combination when 
he says of Kelsen's theory that 
Ifoughtness" is a relative a priori' category which enables one 
to grasp the empi!"l cal legal l:-1&£e1"ial. But it is not the dis-
tinctive ch~racteristic of law. it is only !h! ~ general 
concept (Oberbegriff). Kelsan, who continues in the posftIv-
ist tradition, sees the distinotive quality of lm"l L:'1 its be-
ing a coercive order, with an external sanction (i. e., a 
sanotion which does not ~ring from the subject's inner con-
sciousness.)22 
This means that a law, which is romething in tho formal order 
of, norms, has as its distinctive quality something in the concrete 
21Q!~~, 438. 
22Honry Janzen, "Kelsen's Theory of Law, If ~ ,American Po1iti-
£!l Science Review, XXXI (API'>il, 1937), 207-208. 
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order of things, 
'1'he thil"d freedom of the Pure Theory of Law is from the other 
normative sciences, especially ethics (mol"als) and poll tics. The 
l"eason lo,:::;al theor'Y l;IUSt be free from these 1s that they are based 
on a kind of value judglnent which is rEmuc:nant to the method of 
true science. 
For ?~elsen there are two Idnds or value judgments. Pirsc, 
thel"e are those judgments which concern the aptness of a rooans for 
attaining an end already ~ ecified. These pertain to a strict 
nor'mative science such as legal theory. Secondly there is the kim 
of val ue judgment which is "s. statement by which sO!J.lething is de-
clared to be an end, an ultimate end which is not in itself a 
means to a ! .. further end," and concerning this type he irmuedia tely 
adds, "such a judgment is always determined by emotional factors. j3 
Both ethics and politics depend on this second kind of value 
judgment. POl' ethics is a theory of' r,ii:ght and wrong in Xl'me abso-
lute sense. It is a theory of tho just a.nd the unjust. And poli-
tics, while it does not always say that its values are absolutaly 
just, does set up the goals it strives for in an arbitl"ary and sub-
jective manner. 
With regard to ethics, we have already seen Kelsen's view-
point that justice is an irrational ideal. If justice is intor-
preted as the satisfaction of basic hUman needs, Kelsan asks: 
But which human needs aI'e w rthy of' beil1L satisfied and espe-
20 
cially who.-I; is their nroper order of l"Unk? These questions 
ca.nnot be answe!'ed by i116UnS of rut:tonal cO[jIlit;ion. 'rhe deci-
sion of' these questions is a. judgment of value, determined by 
emotional factors, and is, thel'ofore, subjoctive in character, 
valid~pnly for the judginr; subject and therefore l"elative 
only.C4 
And with regurd to politics, the final position of the Pure 
Theory of' Law is this: 
The purity of its knowledge in the sense of' political indif-
ference is its characteristic aim. This merely means that it 
accepts the given legal order without evaluating it as such, 
and endeavors to be most unbiassed in the presentation and 
interl")retation of the legal l:laterial. In particul<:ir it refus-
es to stand for any political interests under tho 'n"etoxt of 
interpreting the positive law or of providing its necessary 
correction tl'...rough a norm of natural law, by pretending that 
such a no::;rn is positive law, while in reality it coni'licts 
with it.2.:; 
In summary of this chapter wa miGht say th(;~t Hm s lCelsen's 
general philosophical foundation is COIIlposed of two elements: 
First, a context of Kantian epistemoloGY from which he draws cer-
tain eloment.s for the overall structu;r-e of his theory. ;:£l11i3 con-
" 
text includes the three-fold distinction between senslbllity, the 
realm of pure forms, and the realm of pure ideas, and also the doc-
trine of ob jectivi ty as due to a way of 1cnol,"ling iUUllanent to cogni-
tion. I"rom this latter doctrine Kelsan draws his 008i tion on the 
principle of retI'ibution as the way of l:nowine which produces the 
normative order, and the principle of causal ity as that which pro-
duces the order of Natul"e. 
2LtQX, 6. 
2.5Q!.~, 438. 
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Secondly, Kelsen hU:J a do:::;iI'e for tho l)Ul"'i ty of' legal theory 
and law which oxpresses ieself in u throe-f'old rllUn.l."101"': 1) He de-
sires ruri ty fro:]. :actaphysics and tIw idoolo[sy of law; this is to 
11lako juP.lspl"'udence a strict scienco. 2) He wants tho purity of 
nOl"matlvo jurisprudence fron sciences of nature such as tho sociol-
ogy or psycholoCY of law. 3) He aims at tho purity of scientific 
legal theory fro)"l other nOl'mative theories which arc bused on emo-
tional value judgraents, as, for instance, ethics and politicr.:. 
CHAPTii:r1 III 
THE NATURE OF LAW AIm JUSTICE 
In the Tn"ecedinc: chapter we considered the C;eneral philosophi-
cal background and the overall aims of ?rofessor Kelsen's Pure The-
ory of Law. }Jow we shall see hoW' that background and those aims 
are applied to the two most basic cateGo1':tes of legal theory, law 
and justice. ~'Je have al ready seen so~nethinG of his doct1'ine on 
these points, but now we shnll discuss the III more fully. 
Since this is a practical science, we shall bogin with ends, 
that is, Kelsen's doctrine on the nature of justice. We havo seen 
that the Pure l'heory of Law is both a positivism und also a fOl"mal-
ism, a t11.601'Y of the no1'mativity of law. Accordinp; to these two 
aspects of the theory, there are two definitions of justic,p which 
it proposes. The first of these, the one connected with normativi-
ty, is really a definition of what justice is not. It is a posi-
tion taken to refute a misconoeption of justice. This definition 
is that "justice is an irrational ideal. Hl The seoond one is a 
manifestation of positivism. In it Kelsen says quite simply, "Jus-
tice is social hapniness. It is happiness c;uaranteed by a social 
1.91, 13. 
22 
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order. n2 
The misconception of justice against which the first defini-
tion is aimed is based on the judcment that there is something 
which is an end in itself. As was seen above, Ifsuch a judgnent is 
81ways determined by emotional factors.") 
For Kelsan there are no postulates of practical reason by 
\'/hich ona can establish a set of absolute values, as there were for 
Kant. To him reason is what soience does, and only that. That is 
to say, the activity of reason is identical with the activity of 
the empirical scientist, and does not ;0 beyond it. The only value 
judgment viable to scienoe, and therefore the only one viable to 
reason, is the one which pronounces on the suitability of a means 
for an end previously determined. Science does not achieve, nor 
does man experience an ultimate end; therefore such an end is in 
the realm of the transcendent and is scientifically useless. Kel-
sen says that 
11'he essential characteristic of posi ti vism ••• may be 
found in the difficult renunciation of an absolute, material 
justification, in this self-denying and self imposed restric-
tion to a.: merely hypothetical, formal foundation •• .L~ 
Therefore, when Kelsen says that the prob1eD of justioe is be-
yond the borders of normative jurisprudonce, he also (,leanS that it 
2Hans Kelsen, "What Is Justice?" in ~ Is Justice? (Berke-
ley, 1958), 2. 
3Q!., 7. 
4GT{~, 396. 
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is beyond the borders of reason, ~~d so in a certain sense is non-
Gxistent. The question of absolute justice is limited to the soci-
ology of law, which would treat of it as a social phenomenon in 
connection with law as a social or his'Gorical fact. 5 
But Kelsen does hold that there is an entity, which is rela-
tive and not absolute, which does answer to the notion of justice. 
ie says: 
What does it really mean to say that a social order is a 
just one? It means that this order regulates the behavior of' 
men in a way satisfactory to all men, that is to say, so that 
all men find their happiness in it. The lonGing for justice 
is man's eternal longing for happiness. It is a happiness 
that man cannot find as an isolated indiv1dual and hence seeks 
in SOCiety. Justice is social happiness. 6 
By "happiness" here he does not mean subjective happiness, as 
Bentham meant in his dictum "the greatest good for the gl~eatest 
number." Kelsen explicitly rejects such a concept and defines hap-
piness this way: 
The happiness that a social order.· is able to assure c£.mnot be 
happiness in a subjective-individual sonse; it must be happi-
ness in an objective-colleotive sense; tllat is to say, by hap-
piness we must understand the satisfaction of certain needs, 
recognized by the sooial authority, the lawgiver, as needs 
worthy of being satisfied~ such as the need to be fed) cloth-
ed, housed, and the lilte. ( 
But just as there are many ideas of what indivudual happiness 
is, so there are many varieties of sooial happiness. For instance, 
5Q.'£.) 174-
6Q!, 6. 
7tf'Nhat Is Justice? If. 3. 
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there is the freedom of a democratic republic as over against the 
complete security of a full socialism. Each of these social cond1-
tions gives social happiness, so each of thom 1s an end worth 
striving for, and therefol">e a criterion fOl" the justice of a legal 
order. For the law is just if it brings about some species of so-
cia1 happiness. However, none of these forms of happiness have any 
absolute value. Kelsen specifically eschews any absolute justice 
for a social (legal) order. ItThe absolute in general, and absolute 
valUes in particular, are beyond human reason, for which only a 
conditional, and in this sense relative, solution of the problem 
of justice ••• is possible.lt8 
The result of this doctrine is that cnds cannot be quarreled 
wi th on rational erounds, but the aptness of a legal SystEHil as a 
1'leanS fox' attaining the end decided upon can be so discussed. The 
justice that reason can pronounce u;')0l'l is the relative justice of 
the aptness of a means for an end prev!ously docided upon.' There .. 
for all just law is only relatively just. It is problematical 
whether there is any law that is unjust, for every law achieves 
~end. 
Now we shall consider Kelsen's definitions of law. According 
to the same two aspects of the Pure nleol'rj of Lm"l, its nor.mative 
and positivistic aspects, two definitions of law aI'O given. In the 
positivistic vein and in conjunction with the definition of justice 
8 Ibid., 10. 
-
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~s social happiness, there is the definition of law as 
a specific social technique of a coercive order •••••• the so-
cial technique which consists in br1nC;ing about the desired 
conduct of men throug,h the threat of' a :ileasure of coercion 
which is to be applied in case of contrary conduct.9 
In the normative order and in contrast to the irrational ideal 
pf absolute justice, law is simply a system of norms. 
In the first definition there are three elements: first, that 
law belonGS to a certain order, which will be found to be normative 
and positive; secondly, that law is essentially coercive; and 
thirdly, that it is a raeans to an end. 
Kelsen sots up tho norrnativi ty of positive lav; by his defini-
tion of society. His concept of society in general is that 1s is 
ffordered livIng together, or more accurately put, society is the 
orderinc of the living tOGether of individuals. ttlO That is, the 
essence of society, that whioh makes it what it is, is the empiri-
cally observable faot of its being regulated ~onduo~. 
The function of every social order is to bring about a 
oertain mutual behavior of individuals--to induce them to cer-
tain positive or negative behavior, to certain aotion or ab-
stention from action. 'ro the individual the order appears as 
a oomplex of rules that determine how the individual ou~~t to 
behave in relation to other individuals. Such rules are 
oalled norms.ll 
991, 19. 
l0:.rrans Kelsan, "The Law as a Specific Social 'J.lechnique, ft in 
Yihat .!! Justice?, 231. This !:u .. ticle oric;inally apDt" eured in Tho Universi tI .cl Chicaro ~ lteview, for December, 19~1. 
llIbid. 
-
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Given this concept of socioty, it is easy so see why law is 
essentially ooercive for Kelson. However, this essontial coercive-
ness does not identify law wi. th force. }'or Kelsen defines coer-
cion as follows: 
The element of "coercion tl which is essential to law thus con-
Sists, not in the so-called "psychic compulsion,ff but in the 
fact that specific acts of coercion, as sanctions, are oro-
vided for in speoific cases by the rules 'which form the legal 
order. 'I'he element of coercion is relevant only as part of 
the contents of the le[;al norm, only as an act stipulated by 
this norm, not as a process in the mind of tho individual 
subject to the norm. 12 
A coercive order is consquently, "a soclal order that seeks 
to bring about the desired behavior of individuals by the enact-
ment of such measures of coercion [i. e., deprivation of posses-
sions such as life, health, freedom, property] ••• "l) The enact-
ment of these measures of coercion is the enforcemont of the law, 
and should be called a specific social technique distinct from the 
la.w. Enforcement is a physical technique while law is a rp.tional 
one; but both of them are means to the same end: ordered, l~Ogu-
luted h~~an behavior. 
Thus we see that even the If socia1 11 aspect of law, which we 
might have thought would be connected with facts and Nature, is of 
tho normative order. Both society and coercion are normative en-
tities for Kelson. SOCiety is nothing else but the ordering of 
human conduct, which is done thr~oueh norms; and coercion is nothing 
12GT 29-30. 
-' 
l3"The Law as a Specific Social Teohnique," 235. 
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but the provision !n ~ .ill of a specific sanction fol" a specific 
contrary action. Yot this is also positivism for Kelson, because 
as we have seen, "the science of lUi."I, in doscribinc the law as a 
set of norms is also describing hUl.:lan behavior. tt14 
The second definition of law, as a system of norms, is more 
important than tho first even though it is shol"ter. In thin defi-
nition, Kelsen is using both of its substantive words--that is, 
flsystemll and tlnormft--in n r'ofined technical n1eD.nin;~. This system 
of norms which is the law is closely similar to a system of sym-
bolic logiC, in which there is dependence within the systom on fun-
damontal postulates, and coraplete independence of the system as a 
whole from all other systems. This reoul ts in a hif!)l degl'>ee of i...'Il-
ner consistency which, with respect to law, Kelsen calls "the mean-
ingfulness of the law." 
Such a position pl'>ompts Ebenstei;n to· observe: 
, 
In the light of such assumptions as these, it is not surpris-
ing that the Pure 'l'heory of Law has Gone fm .. ther and ••• has 
sought to mako the science of law, first, into a theory of 
leGal forr:ls u:::1d, finally, like the puro l;luthOLlntics of the 
physical sciences, into an "exact!! science, a "ceometry of 
tho totality of legal phenomona."15 
This system of norms is brou:ht into bein~ by ~&nfs intorpre-
tatton of certain human acts as norms. 
says, when primitive man intel'>preted ill events as norms. For in-
l1.~Kelsen, tt~:)cience and Politics,fI 651. (:;00 above, p. 12.) 
15;~benstein, 15. ']'he ph2ases in quotation WUJ:'l::s a.rc tuJ::::en 
from Kelsen's Hauptl")robleme del" S,tautsre,chtslehre, 93. 
r 
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stance, he did not associate rain with atmospheric conditions, but 
considered ita reward or punishIrlent of the gods, or perhaps con-
sidered it a god itself. It is the thesis of his book, Society ~ 
~ature, that man gradually changed his point of view from a com-
pletely normative one to one which thought of some things in terms 
of causality. Thus he oreated Nature. 
Now in modern times he only interprets certain acts as norms. 
nut Kelsen adds: 
To interpret the meanine of a fact as a norm is possible only 
under the condition that we prcsuppose another norm confer-
ring upon this fact the quality of a norm creating factj but 
this o~her norm, in the last analysis, cannot be a positive 
norm. 1 
That is, it must be a presupposed norm, a hypothesis. This 
"fundamental juristic hypothesiS" as I~elsen calls it, is the basic 
norm. This basic norm is like Kant's transcendental principles of 
cognition. Just as they are the conditions of all experience, it 
"is Simply presupposed as the condition- of positive legal horms. tJ. 7 
The basic norm has three functions with respect to positive 
law: to create law in the first place, to give law meaningfulness, 
and to make it a self-sufficient system. 
Ebenstein says: 
A presupposed basic norm sets up a legitimate rule-mak-
ing authority, which is the conditio ~ qTa n£n of the law 
as a normative system, but not its c,fluse. he processes o.on-
l6Kelsen, "Science and Politics," 649. 
1 7 Q!>;}, 436. 
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tribute to content of the norm but not its validity. This 
goes back to the basic norm.18 
Kelsen also affirms this, and adds the second function: 
Its [the basic norn' 5] function is therefol-'e, in the first 
place, to establish a supreme law-making authority; it is 
above all a function of delegation. In this, however, it 
does not exhaust itsolf • ••• It also contains the guarantee 
that whatever has thus boen created can be understood as mean 
ingful. It states that one should act in obedience to the 
COl11.'11ands of the .rmpreme authority and of tho authorities del-
egated by it, and that these co:nmands must be interpreted as 
a meaningful ~n101e.19 
The basic norm makes positive law independent und self-suffi-
cient by the fact that it is purely a postulate,20 and also by the 
fact that it alone confers validity on laws. Kelsen says: 
A command is binding, not because the individual commanding 
has an actual superiority in power, but because he is "author-
ized" to.issue commands of a binding nature. And he is "au-
thorized" or "empowered ff only if a normative order, which is 
presupposed to be binding, confers on ~im this capacity, the 
competenoe to issue binding oommands. 21 
'rhis idea of the basic norm as the only validating agency in 
law is a review of Kelsen's doctrine of" the distinotion between 
the normative sciencas and the natural sciences, especially betwee 
pure jurisprudence and the sociology and psycholoGY of law. For 
18Ebenstein, 114-115. 
19Q!*, 405-406. 
20Kant insisted on the proved necessity of the cateGories, 
but Kelsen, 0.1 thoug):1 he I:lakes the basic norm similar to them, is 
not insistent on its proved necessity. He readily speaks of it as 
a postulate, as an "ind!LlIpensable assumption. n Thit:! is because he 
is a pOSitivist, and therefore doubts the possibility of having 
absolutes of any kind. 
21Q!, 31-32. 
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Kelsen, the external acts which theso sciences treat of--which are 
called tllegislative n acts--have no juristic meaning unless there 
is a norm already in the system of law specifying that such and 
such a process should have this legal meaning. The fact that some 
act or process in the realm of Nature is the occasion of a norm be-
ing created does not disturb the homogeneity or indenendence of 
the system of norms, because the essential juristic relu .. tionship 
of conferring validity is kept \"11 thin the system i tselt. 
Vie should also make note of the fact which Bbenstein mentions 
above, that the connection between norms is one by which the more 
basic norms are the condition of the derived norms, not their 
. . . 
cause. This is true because caaality is the fundamental way of 
thinking which constitutes Nature and distinF':uishes it from Soci-
ety. 'rhus the higiler norm, for oxample, "The judge our)1t to sen-
tence murders in accord with the law,'" is· the condition of the 
validity of the derived norm, "This murderer ought to spend twenty 
years at hard labor." The system of norms also invokes tho nrin-
ciple of retribution in the case of the judge, by specifying a 
sanction in case of neglect or disobedience of the law. 
The idea that the binding force of a law does not emanate 
from any commanding human being or other natural event is exvress-
ed aocording to Kelsen by the famous legal dictum, !12a sub homine 
sed sub lege. 
This homogeneity and independence from Nature also have im-
plications with respect to the definition of the validity and ef-
32 
ficacy of law. For Kels cn, validity merely means lithe specific 
existence of norms." 22 That is, validity signifies that there is 
an oUg,ht-statement, a definite prescription a.bout human action, 
existing in a system of oUght-statements that is empirically rec-
ognized as existing. The very fact that a norm states, TtA ought 
to do Bit is its validity, if the system as a whole is recognized 
empirically as law. 
This recognition, in turn, is th.e efficacy of law. As Kelsen 
says, efficacy means that"_n actu~:lly behave as, according to 
the legal norms, they oug,ht to behave, that the norms are actually 
applied and obeyed. 1I23 
The way one discovers the basic norm is also worthy of note, 
because it is a purely!. Rost.sriori method. The procedure is to 
examine an already existing system of positive law and fox'mulate 
an ought-statement which will give it homOgeneity and unity. This 
nought" is then taken as the basic presupposition which also oon-
fers validity on the norms in question. The statement may for in-
stance refer to the first constitution of a nation, saying that 
one ought to obey it. Or it may say that one ought to abide by 
the decision of a gI'OUp of' r:len consti tutinc the rlili tary cornmand 
of a successf'ul revolutionary party. 
Then, once the basic norm has been established, it along with 
the common principles of interpretation, such as 1.£.! Eostorior .9.!-
22Q!, 30. 
23GT. ,:\q 
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pl"'inoiples of lntsJ.:-pretation '~la.y be used beoause they ar·s m.erely 
applioations of tho law of oentrad.lotion to positive lnw. ~1uoh 
principles a.re 1'0.1' Kelson Pl"'ilHluppoait1ons of' legal cO&1ition be-
oause they are the px·osupposi tlona of all cognl tlon. 
At this point a SUnl!l'ulr-y of Kelson's doctrine on the nature of 
law is in order. 
We sa.w at th.e start that law is n specifio :locia1 toolmlque 
fOl'" attaining sooial happiness. As :tuoh it is n oC!orciv6 order 
\Vh.lob l"'Ggule.tes the oonduot ef man in suah. a 'i.HXy that SO;:1{1 ieind or 
soc lOll happinesB is aohieved. 'fIe suw that thiB ox-del' is a nOJ:l'ma-
tive order, which means a SyStG111 of oUg;.Lt-statement:J whose tmlty, 
v!1l1dlty, and lndependonoo OOfr:ie f'rom a jm"'l!;ltic hypothosis, the 
hasl0 norm. 
However, there nre olnrlrylng aspect$ of positive law as a 
system or norma wh.ich we have not touohed on. Vie have a.voided 
them till now because thoy are 010se1y oonnectod wi th i~elDenf s po-
sition on the relationship of positive lau to .naturul law" IUs 
post t10n on this itilPortal1.t subjeot rn.ay be !'airl,. stated in the 
form or a syllogism" 24 He \1ould say: 
It' they Rre two dlst1na t systor;U} t th.on 01 thor posl ti ve luw Is 
superfluous. or nu.turnl lay; 113 .loanli:l;'l,)ss; 
I:'ut they are two distinct syste.ntS, and positive law in not 
stlperf'luQus; 
ThorefoI"e natu.N.tl la.w is:loaninr;lo3S. 
ill I 
24.Kelsen f s dootrine on nntural law is oLlbcdied muinly in the 
r,lonoC:raph, "natural Law i)o6trine am.l r ... o~l PC'G! tivism. n 
His proof for th.e major comas from the nature of a system, ot 
Iwhich we have seen som.ething already, and from the obvious faot 
that positive law is not superfluous, As in mathematios, it is th.e 
~ature of a really distinct system to exclude all other systems 
~rom its area ot relevance. Kalsen aays: 
A system of norms can only be valid it the va11d1ty ot all 
other systems of norms with the aame sphere of validity has 
been excluded. The unity of a system of norms sIgnifies its 
uniqueness. This ts'simp11 a consequenoe of the principle of 
unity, a principle basic for all cognition, inoluding the cog-
nition ot norms whose negative cr1ter.!gn is found in the 1~ 
possibility of logical contradict1on.~ 
He notes further that 
any attempt to establish a relationsh1p between the two sys-
tems ot norms in terms of simultaneously valid orders ulti-
mately leads to their merging in terms ot sub- and supraordl-
natIon, that is, to the recognltlon1 ot posItive as natural 
law or ot natural as positive law.2b 
AccordIng to this description ot a system, the major Is ot 
pourse quite true. That is, if natural and posItive law are truly 
~lstlnct systems,then it is true that Que or other ot them'must be 
p.ost either by merger or annihilat10n. 
Kelsen proves hIs minor premise with four .main arguments: (1) 
~atural law is a static system, developed by deduotion, while posi-
tive law 1s a dynamic system, developed by determination; (2) nat-
~al law is non-coercive in method, while positive law is essenti-
ally coercive; (3) natural law is general and abstract, whIle posl-
2S~·:t, 410. 
26~*, 411. 
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tive law is oonorete and partioular; (4) natUztal law is not susoep-
tible or $mpirioal soientifio organization, while positive law is. 
With regard to the first argument, he desoribes the statio 
and dyn~~e systems this way: a statio system is one in whioh 
no~ms follow from the basic norm without requiring a speoial 
act ot norm-making, an act ot the human will. They are all 
oontained in the basic norm trom the outset and are derivable 
from it by a mere intelleotual operation. 27 
But a dynamio system has this oharaoteristic: 
Ita basic nox-m merely empowe~s a specifio hums.n will to ore-
at. norms •••• The authority whioh has received its power 
trom the basic norm can, in turn, delegate its jurisdiction 
either tor the whole of or a part of its sphere •••• The uni~T 
of a dynamic system is the unity of a system of delegation. 2tr 
He also makes the faotor of the human will an explicit identi-
fying mark of positive law as opposed to natural 1&11'.29 
This is where the "positivity" of a legal system comes In, as 
compared with the law of nature) it 1s made by hu..'UaIl w111--a 
ground of validity thoroughl,. alien to natural law because, 
as a "natural" order. it 1s not created by man and by its own 
nature cannot be oreated by a human aot.JO 
, 
He ennunoiates his seoond argument, the opposition between co-
eroion and non-coeroion, in the following manner: 
Are they really two distinot systems of norma? It might ap-
pear doubtful •••••• The methods, however, employed by the two 
in regulating h:uman oonduot are essentially different. One 
279.T', 400. 
28Ibld. 
-
29In spite of this statement. Kelsen is far from making human 
will the essence of law. Here it seems to be only an instrument 
for determination of the law. 
)0GT*, .392. 
-
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order proceeds by prescribing the socially desired conduct as 
content of an Hought", the other by providing a coeroive act 
which our;ht to be applied to the person whose action consti-
tutes the dirct opposite of what is desired.3l 
He further indicates his position by the following .statement, 
which mi~Lt seem to be psychologically too Optilllstic: 
Since tho idea of natural law is one of a "natural" order, it 
follows that its rules, directly as thoy flow from nature, 
God, or 1"'oason, are as i:nmediately evident as the rules of 
logic, and thus require no force for their realization. This 
is tho second point by which natural lmv is distinguishod 
from positive law. Positive law is essentially an order of 
coel"'cion. 
Tho "first pointlt obliquely rofol:'red to here is nositivc law's 
dependence on a h~~an uill. 
POI" his third argument, Kelson citos the generality of natur-
a~ law principles such as lI[;ood is to be done and evil avoided," 
and concludes: 
••• the order of natural law, provided it ex.ists, must neces-
sarily be rendered positive in its applioation to the conorete 
conditions of social life, since' the ceneral abstract, norms 
of natural law oan only beoome concrete, individual norma by 
means of human acts. It must be recoL"j;!lized that here ws en-
oounter the limitation of the natural law idea.33 
This statement is in fa.ct the one which best expresses the 
essence of Kelsen's position with regard to the relationship be-
tween natural and positive law. 
His fourth argument is summed up in the followinG manner: 
3lQ!~;', 398-399. 
32gt~, 392. 
33Qt~, 397-398. 
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However, none ot the numerous natural law theories has 80 fal' 
suoceeded in defining the content of this just order In a way 
even approaohing the exactness and objectivity 1lfi til \vh.lch nat-
ural scienoe can determ.ine the content of the laws of nature, 
or legal science the content ot a positive legal order. That 
which has 8.0 far been put forth as natural law, or, what 
amounts to the sa~ne thins, as justice, consists for the most 
part ot empty formulas, l:tk:e sutulf culque, "to eaoh his own," ":II. 
or meaningless tautologies like the categorIcal imperative •• ~ 
Having thus ~~oved the major and minor of this syllogism to 
his satisfaotion, the conolusion tollows that natural la.w is mean-
ingless, OJ? non-existent as far as any- legal soience is concerned. 
In this sense does the norm.ative homogeneity of law pres6ne it-
self tree trom ideology. 
This is Kala.n's position on the relation between natural law 
and positive law. Although we have reserved a later chapter tor a 
general crit1que ot the Pure Theory ot Law, it seems in plaoe here 
to .make a brief criticism ot this partioular point. 
Concerning the major premise, it was said that its truth must 
be conoeded on the condition that natural and positive law' are SY8-
talUS in Kelstn's meaning of the tOPl'Ih But that Is preoisely the 
questIon, are they? It is a. !:!! facto question \vhose answer dependl 
on the 111erl 'tis of the metaphysioal-epls'cemological founda tiona con-
cerned. Without disoussing the issue of foundations here, it can 
at least be said that the foundation Kelson relies on is far trom 
selt-evident. 
Then let us look at the fOUl~ arguments given in support ot the 
minor. They consi st in fOU1~ sets of.' opposed charac teristics whioh 
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sot the two systems apart. 
The first is "dynamic vs. static rt, or in other v[Orcis" develop-
:ilent by determination of a human will vs. development by deduction. 
It m.ay be true that Kelsents objections D.3uinst L1 purely static 
system of natural law are well founded. But it is not at all sure 
that all theories of natural law rrlQ,ke it such a purely deductive 
system. According to Pufendorf it may well be ro, but St. Thomas I 
view includes lauch more room for induction and tho influence of hu-
man acts in the elaboration of natural law. To him tho natural 
law is l"osident in concl"ete m.an, and not in an !. priori deducible 
system of Platonic forms. L'1 fine, it r:1,ay be true that positive 
law must be distinct from a purely static (deductive) system of 
law, but it is doubtful whether natural law is always proposed as 
such a system. 
The second opposition is that of coercion vs. non-coercion. 
Tile answer here might simply be a denial that natural law 'is wi th-
out coel"'cive sanction. Perhaps natural law is without coercion in 
Kelsen 1 s sense, that is, "the fact that specific acts of coercion 
as sanctions are provided for in specific cases by tho rules whickl 
form the legal order.,,35 But the limitation of coercion to such a 
definition seems gratuitous in the present context. It is still 
qui te possible for coercion to have a wider and fuller r:1oaning. 
rrhei::;tlc natural law provides an adequate sanction, althouf~h it is 
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:lot expressed in explioit nOrIns, and partly because of its very na-
~ure as an unwritten law. 
The third opposition, between generality and particularity, 
is in itself no argument at all, for within the system of positive 
la.w as desoribed by Kel!um himself, the more general statutes ot 
constitutions are made partioular by judioial decisions and so 
forth. It is also a misrepresenta.tIon of the natural law to lImit 
its prescrIptions to such \'1ide general! ties as "good 1s to be done 
and evil avoided." Kelsan's whole line of argument here seams to 
be hetter applioable to tr.e theories of Grotius and Pufendort 
rather than to that of St. Thofo.a.S. But his rejection of natural 
law is without limitation to this or that fo~of its expression. 
The fourth opposition 1s between scientific formula.tion and 
elusiveness with respect to soience. The answer here seems to be 
that not even positive law is very s~soeptlble of scientific for-
mulation, unless one makes it as formal" as Kelsen does. But in 
that case one runs into othezt difficulties, as we shall see in a 
later chapter. Moreover there is a question as to how much premi-
um one ahould place on the extension ot soientific formulation to 
all fields of rational endeavor. 
By way ot a summary of this oritique: Ebenste1n says of this 
monograph of Kelsen's: 
••• the way in whioh he breaks up natural law by a critical 
analysis, which trom the standpoint of natural law is imm.a-
nental, and fInally reduoes it to positive law, is one ot his 
most original performances in the field ot legal phlloso-
phy • .36 
But it seems that the only thing Kelsan has done hera is to 
reduce a certain concept of: natu:oal law which he possesses to pos-
itive la". It is not at all certain that what he considers as 
natural law is what natural law neoessarl1y 1s. 
" . 
3~bensteln, 79. 
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CHAPTER TV 
The consideration of l~e1senl s doctrine on person, the state, 
and international law occasions the observation that there aps 
three pOints at which we would suspect that a pure theory of law 
would have difficulty in maintainin[!, the separateness of law from 
all natural reality. These "Ooints are: the DsycholoSical or oth-
erwise real human act of creation of a law (legislation); secondly, 
the basic norm; and thirdly, the application of the law to real 
men. 
We have already soen how Kelsen handles the first two points. 
He says that the whole juristic meaninG of any legislative act 
comes from the norm which says that suc!l an act oU2;ht to htlVe such 
an effect. And he makes the basic nopt11 a Dure aS3UIl'lDtion, the jur-
istic hypothesis which is the presupposition of his legal science. 
Now in Kelsen's conception of the person, 'Ne will see how he 
applies the law to real men without appearing to disturb its purity 
or involve it in any contact vii th natural reality. His doctrine on 
the nature of person then becomes the basis fop his position on the 
nature of the state, and the homOGeneous leGul structure is finish-
ad by his concept of int~rnational law. 
When Kelsen defines "per-son ll ~ , he does 30 as a legal theorist 
and not as a psychologist. Hls ;)ri:nury intontion is to define the 
senerally accepted legal precision used by jurists and judges 
everywhere, which is called ttthe legal person". 
We have a clue to what his oosition will be in the fact that 
he begins hls treatise on the legal concept of nerson by avowing 
that in general there is no such thing as a substance underlying 
accidents. l This Is a conSistently empiricist position held by 
Hume and others, which has no more importance in Kelsen's theory 
of law than that it prefaces and parallels his doctrine on the 10-
gal person. 
For he says that neither is there any such thine as a person 
underlying legal rights and duties, that is, a person separate 
from the personification of them. The legal person is only the 
personified unity of the complex of legal norms which comprise 
riBhts and duties. 2 
He makes a distinction between t:t.\'6 natural reality wllich 
should be called !fa human being ll or a Itman", and the point of unl-
ty in a system of norms Which should be called a person, or more 
fully, a juristic ~erson. He makes a two-fold distinction with 
respect to this juristic person. There is juristic person in the 
wide sense, or what is called the "physioal" orl'natural" person. 
Secondly, there is juristic person in the strict sense, which is 
1 GT, 93. 
-
2I bid. 
-
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the legal corporation. 
It would be a mistake to think that Kelsen identities physioal 
or natural person with timan" or "s. human being". This would be an 
impossible mix1ng of the disparate realr4s of norm and 1'ea11 ty 
(ought va. is) for him. For "man is a oonoept of biology andphys-
iology, in short, of the natural soienoes. Person is a concept ot 
jurisprudenoe, of: the analysis of legal norms."l 
The ooncept of physioal (natural) person means nothing 
but the personification of a complex or legal norms. f.!an, an 
individually determined man, is only the element4wh1Ch consti-tutos the unity 1n the plurality of these norms. 
Therefore, or 1n other ro rds, what oonstitues a person 1n gen-
~ral Is the group of rights and duties \nioh ooalesoe with1n the 
---................ -
~ around a oertain point. ThIs.point of ooalescenoe may be 1n 
one instance the beha~ior of an individual man, or in another in-
stance the behavior of several individuals (that is, a corporatlon~ 
~n the latter oase, these seve~al individuals fall ~~der a Single 
" 
. " 
point of imputation only because they are made into a single unity 
py a partial legal order. The corporation is, to define it propar-
.. :'3', a normative order constituted by its statute (1. Eh, its by-
lOT, 94. If taken in al exclusive sanse, this statement 
'lould 6Ontradlot what was said above about Kelsan's not making any 
",noursions into psychology. Whether he really thinks that person 
!,-s exolusively a term of jurisprudence is hard to say. He might 
~ell allow its proper use by psychiatrists, his main pOint being 
~hat he is not talking about what they aN) talking about. 
4(}T, 95. 
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laws). It is not a real heing.5 But Kelsen says .further, "The 
substratum of the personifioation is thus in principle the same in 
both cases.n~ That is, it is a complex of ri@lts and duties. 
But it 'Would still SeeI;} thut if the law imputes rights and du-
ties to real men, it is connected directly and essentially with 
natural reality. Kelsen attempts to avoid this impasse by his det-
inition of a delict and his formulation of the principle of 1mput-
ability. 
There are three elements in the area of this problem, of the 
relationship between the biolgtcal entity oalled "man" and the sy. 
tem of pure norms that is "law". These elements are: man, his 
acts, and the norma. Obviously there 1s a connection between man 
and his aots; they are both in the natural order a.nd he is their 
cause. The question is, is there a oonnection between mants act. 
and legal norms? It there is, the a~ts of man may perhaps be used 
as a middle term to oonneot man and nor.ms. 
Now note Professor Kelsenta definition of a delict. It 1s 
"the behavior of the individual a.gainst whom the sanction as a corP 
sequenoe 1s directed ••• ft7 or, reduced to its substantive elements: 
beh.av1or against wh10h a sanotion is directed. 
This definition is perfectly ambigUOUS. It may be rea.d as 
5GT, 
-60T 
-' 
10T, 
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"behavior a.gainst whioh a sanotion 1$ directed (in tact),~ whioh is 
--
a. pure "istt statem.ent, an empirioal observation having nothing to 
do with law formally speaking. Or it may be read as Itbehavior 
against whioh a sa.notion is direoted (12z Sh!. 1!!)," or in other 
words, "behavloragainst which a sanotion ousht ~ E! direoted," 
which is a purely nOl'matlve statement, having nothing to do with 
natural reality.. There are two alt1blguities here. !! can mean lit-
erally what it says, or oen be a loose Bubstitute1br oup8t. Behav-, 
ior oan mean the natural reality in the world ot causes, what a 
-
man aotually does, or it can mean the abstraotion of behavior which 
is found in the oontent of put"enorms. 
It is true that 1n the norm, a sanotion is prescribed tor the 
act. And in reality. the aot intrinsioally- belongs to a person. 
But the middle term here used in going from pure norm to real man 
is the ambib~ouS imterpretation of aot. It there 1s nothing real 
- , in the normative order, and nothing norfnative in the realm of na .. 
ture, then Kelsen's definition of deliot is ambiguous. It is this 
Ivery ambiguity which permits him to seem to make th.e connection be-
tween law and nature h~~., while still keeping law pure of nature. 
The same situation exists with reference to the following def-
inition of imputabillty-. It is defined as -not tho relation be ... 
tween an individual and an aotion of his, but the relation between 
the legal sanotion and the action, and thus indirectly the not1ng 
individual himself. lt8 Here aeain there are two amhiguous terms: 
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~ (as already described), and legal sanction. Does he mean the 
sanction prescribed !a ~ .!!.!' or the actual event of executing 
sanction which occurs in the real natural world? He sooms to want 
to nenn both. But if he does, he co~~)romises his principles. 
rrhere is another solution to thisdifficul ty which Kelsen 
gives in another context. But before referrinG to it, let us note 
another statement of this ambiguity concerning delict and imputa ... 
bility. It is later than the previous ones, and shows better the 
role that it plays in Kelsen's theory. He says: 
As faras.imputation is concerned, when a morally meritorious 
act is performed or a religious sin or a legal c1:'h1e 1s com-
mitted, the question is not;: \'/ho has performed or cOl:i.1.r.litted 
these acts? This 1s a question of fact. The ••• question of 
imputation is: Who 1s responsible for these acts'? And that 
means: Who ought to be rewarded? Who ought to do penance? 
Who ought to be punished'? It is the reward, the penanoe, or 
the punishment which is to be imputed as a. definite conse-
quence to a definite condition, to its specific condition. 
And the condition is the act constituting the merit, the sin, 
or the crime. The imputation of the reward to the merit [etc.] 
••• implies the imputation to tne person, that is, tq the 
subject of the aot constituting the merit, the Sin, or the 
crime, this subject beine an inseparable part of the act as 
a.n act of human behavior.9 
Another solution to this problem of the application of pure 
norms to real human beings is the "tension theory" which Ebenstein 
ascribes to Kelsen when troating of the basic norm. Kelsen does 
not use it here, but it would be in the spirit of his position to 
do so. Ebenstein says: 
The regulative pl"inciple for the choice of the basic norm, 
9Hans Kelsen, "Causality a.nd Imputation," in ~ Is Justice?" 
333,334. This article first appeared in Ethics for OctOber, l~50. 
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therefore, is that a definite relation shall obtain between 
the content of the obliGation (Ou~~t) to be enforced by the 
basic nOl"'m and the cord~:)nt of tho corresponding reality (Is);, 
This rolation cannot be exactly estc,.bl:i..si1ed, but we can deter-
mine an upper and a lower limit.10 
In the context of delict and imputation, this "tension theory" 
could become a theory of sil~le coincidence of content. That is, 
in the case of a delict, one could usually determine accurately 
whether the content of the obligation corresponds to the content of 
the reality. 
Those observations concerning deliot and imputability pel"mit 
us to understand bettor Kelsen's definition of person and his doc-
trine on the relation of riehts and duties to real men. 
In the latter case the sa.'Ue ambiguity is present. It may be 
good for him to define a legal person as a complex of rights and 
duties. The concept of a juristic person is a convenient abstrac-
tion used by all Jurists for the sak~ of clarity and efficiency in 
• law. But obviously ttIlf am not morely ~ set of rights and duties .. 
and -cherefore it seems that I am not a person. It is merely a cir-
cular argunent to say as Ke1sen does that "I have a 10[';0.1 rii;;ht to 
do sor;lething, or to forbear from doing sO;:1ethin~;, only because and 
insofar as another has the lecal duty not to hinder .1:10 from doing 
or not doing It,n1l Uoreover, to say that "the ntutement that a 
human being has rights and duties means that legal norms regulate 
lOr~benstein, 116-117. 
1 I,£!! , 76. 
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the b.hav1o~ ot the human being 1n a speoific way,u12 1s burdened 
~y the same diffiouities of oonnecting the pu~eJ regulating norm, 
and the natural, real behavior. l ) 
Boweval', Kelsen's detlnltlon ot a person still ::remains ua com-
~lex of rights and duties,· and "the legal right is. in short, the 
~a.Jft14 tor h1m. And he inSists on making the oonnection between 
p~e norm and real man by the ambiguous use ot mants acts. 
As a oorollary to this treatment of Kelsents theo~ ot person, 
we ahall oonsider his idea of t~eedom of the w111. Ebensteints 
analysis is aocurate. He asoribes the following statement to the 
Pure TheoX7 of Law: 
A person i8 tree only beoause, and in so far as, he 1s a cen-
tel1 ot attribution. '!'he wl1l whioh oan be free, theretor., 
la not the psychological, causally determined w1ll, but an 
Ought, a normative entIty whose fundamental nature involves 
the idea of rreedom,interpreted as the possibility ot discrep-
ancY', or tensIon, between norm and realitJ'--tor a norm whlch 
prescribed. what alread,. e:dated :,1foul'd be no norm at al1.1S 
• This pos1tion is tully consistentr-wlth the rest ot his theo17 
ot person. It is due to his deterministI0 conoept of causality, 
and t. hi. l1mitation of the wa.ys ot thinking of man to two: oaus-
ality and retribution. 
'- I • 7 
l~, 9$. 
lJIt w11l be noted here that there is oriticism mixed 1n with 
the exposition. It seemed necessary In order to make the exposi-
tion clear. 
14ga!, 81. 
15Ebenstein, 67. 
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One more definition of person is in order, because it leads 
us into Kelsen's theory of State. Professor I. Husik remarks: 
Just as the cOXlcept of number must be defined in auch a way 
that it will include integers, fractions, surds and imaginary 
nwnbers, so person must be defined in such Ii way that it w11l 
embrace natural person, juristic person, the State, provided 
all these have something in common. :r-Iow on oxamination Kel-
sen finds that the on17 th.1ng they ha.ve in oommon 1s that oe 
tain acts of individual human beings ••• and oertain events 
also whioh stand in Ii oertain relation to human beings are 
in the law imputed to them. In60ther words a person is the ind-poi~of legal imputation. l 
Professor Kala.n's theory of the State, then, is but an ex-
tension of his theol~ of the person. He defines the state suc-
cinctly in the following manner; 
The State is the community oreated by a national (as opposed 
to international) legal order. The stata as a juristic per-
son is a person1£ioation of this cotnmunltz or the national 
legal order constituting this cormnunlty.17 
This personification, however, is not something distinot from 
the mere unity of the national legal order. The State is a persa 
and therefore!! the law, speoifically.,· the national legal' order. 
Man's tendency towards animistic thinking sometimes m.akes hiIl1. set 
up a dualiam of law and state in which the state is something "be-
hind 11 the law, but Kelsan disapproves of' sueh an error. 
In referring to the state as a "community created ~)y a natio 
al legal order," he is using the term ~om.l1unitl. as he technically 
defines it: 
161• Ruaik, "The Legal Philosophy of Hans Kelsen, fl Journal of S,oeia~ Philosophl, III (September, 1938), 323-324. -
17~, 181. 
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The oommun1t;r ••• oonsists in nothing but the normative order 
regulating the mutual behavior of the individuals. The term 
"oommunlt7" designates only the tact that the mutual behaviQr 
or oertain individuals 1s regulated by a normative order. The 
B\iatem.ent that individuals 8.l.'e members ot a oommunity is onl;r 
a metaphorioal expression, a flguvat1ve desoription ot specit-
io relations between the individuals, relations oonstituted 
by a normative order.1tl 
ae describes society in the same vein (se. also above, p~ 26), 
as that whose funotion is 
to bring about a oertain reoiprooal behavior of human being.s 
to malta them retrain from oertain &0 ts whioh, for Bome reason, 
are deemed detrimental to sooiety, and to make them perform 
other. which. tor aome reason. are oonsidere(l useful to 8001-
ety.19 
Allot these definitions fit in perfectly with Protessor Kel-
sen's definition of law as a coercive order, and his def1ntion ot 
person aa a complex of legal no~ms which is the end-point of impu-
tation. 
The state is alao a kind of oorpo~at1on. But the difference 
between a oorporation and the state is that corporations ~e 1n-
" . 
eluded in the speoitic oontent of the national legal orde~. Both 
are juristic persona, but the state is superior to the oorporatiOn, 
because ot its own intrinsio nature. That Is, because the nation-
al legal order oonta.ins norms whioh regulate the aotivity ot cor-
porations and not vice versa. 
Professor Kelsen also considers the possibility of the state 
being something in the ~al order. He oonsiders and rejects five 
, 'dI 
l8~, 182. 
192£, 15. 
types of real (as opposed to normative) unity which could make it 
so.20 First, perhaps the state means social intera.ction. But this 
cannot be the case beoause sooia1 interaotion 1s relatively the 
same across national boundarIes as within them. Secondly, perhaps 
1 t is a conwon v/il1 or interest. No, for this is only a poll tical 
!flot1on. Thirdly, the state is not n X1fltural organisY!1, because 
this is an absurd extension of biology. Fourthly, the state may 'be 
constituted by the tact of domina.tion (some oommand a..'1d some obey), 
but this really depends on the unity of the leGal order. Lastly, 
the state may be politioal power, but even if it were, political 
~o.er is nothing but the va.lidity and effioaoy of the legal order. 
Kelson also faoes the pI-oblem of the connection between the 
purely normative entity called State, and real men. He states the 
problem thus: 
It cannot be seriously denied th,at actions and forbearanoes 
oan only be actions and forbearances of a human being. When 
one speaks of the actions and forbearanoes of a juristic per-
son, 1 t must be a.ctiQna B...."ld forbearanoes of hurl1an beings 
whioh are 1nvolved.2~ 
When the state aots, it is really men who act. 'l'his is possl-
bIe, Kolsen says, because the legal order includes norms which ore-
ate ~r.gans.~ "Whoever fulfills a funotion determined by the legal 
order is an organ. n22 and the state always aots through its organs. 
20('!T ~. 183-11381 
llnT 
.!i!-' 91 • 
22m-
-' 
192. 
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But suppose persons as organs oommit delicta? Is the state 
then guIlty ot a deliot? Certainly not. The state can only oo~ 
mit a deliot (be imputable tor an aotton) with respect to interna-
tional law. not with respeot to itself. \f.hen persons as organs 
oommit deliota, they are then not the state, but run counter to the 
state, whioh is the law. 
!telsen visualizes this theory as preventing publio otfio·es 
trom beooming politioal footballs, because law-makers are subject 
to the Independen~ 1& •• 23 
He defines the teX'X'ltory of the state a8 the spatial spheN of 
valIdIty of a normative (posItIve) order, and even is so praotioal-
minded as to express the opinion that this sphere is a three-dimen-
sional seotion of space 1n the shape of an inveX'ted cone rising 
from deolared boundaJ.'l'les. 24 With I'espect to the temporal exis-
tence of a state. he holds that the 1:>lX'th and death ot states are 
, 
dependent on the principle of effioaoy,.· A state exists a.s long as 
the national legal oX'der whlch Qonstltutes it is ef.ficaolous. 2S A 
thiX'd sphere of valldlt~ is the personal sphere, that which refeX's 
to the "people" of a state. He also introduces the ooncept of the 
~terlal sphere ot validity of the ~tate, that is, what actions ot 
man oX' soolal sUbjeot-matter the law actually coveX's. He says that 
2.3GT 
-' 
197. 
24~, 217. 
25GT 
-' 
218. 
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~his sphere 1s not limited by nature, either mants or the state's, 
~ut can be limited legally.26 
But since there are forces outside particular national legal 
orders which 1nfluenoe their territory, temporal existence, and 
other spheres ot val.idlty, these concepts ser-ve as an introduction 
to Protessor Kelsen's treatment ot international law. 
He declares at the very beginning ot his treatise on the state 
that the problem conneoted with 1t is two-fold. There is the ques-
tion of its nature. and the problem or the lImitation of its exis-
tence, that is, the problem ot the relation between states. Th1s 
1s the problem or international law. He says: 
Positive law appears empirically in the torm of national. 
legal orders connected with ea.ch other by an international le-
gal order. There 1s no absolute law; there ave onl,.. various 
systems of legal norms--Engllsh. French, American, :Mexican 
law, and so on--whose spheres or validity are limited in char-
acteristic ways; and in addition to thQ~e, ~ complex or no~s 
that we speak ot as international law.Zt 
It is the task of the jurist. he ,ays, to indicate the specif-
ic nature ot those systems and to indicate just how they are delim-
ited and how 1nterrelated. 
His posit1on on these questions results in the following doe-
trine on international law. 
International law, he says, is a system of valid legal norms 
oreated by custom (whioh produces senera~ international law) and 
26~, 242. 
27QI, 181. 
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by tx-oatios (whioh produoe E,artioulazo international law). It has 
the charaotex- of primitive law, in that it is vex-y decentralized, 
and empowers ita subjects to act as organs of tho law. This means 
that its subjeots (states) must exeroise a high. degree of self-help 
in righting wrongs done to them. Its essentIal function is to de-
limit the territorial, temporal, personal, and material spheres ot 
national legal oroCI's. It does this through recognizing treaties 
(in this way delimiting territorial and personal spheres), and the 
principle of effectiveness (which delimits the temporal sphere). 
This principle aays that a national legal order is valid, and 
therefore is to be recognized as such, when and as long as it 1s 
effective. By this means international law regulates the bil"'th 
and death of states. This essential funotion is basad on two basic 
noz;ol'lUl (juristio hypothesas) which may be annunoiated as: Raata 
aunt servanda--the basio norm 01' partioular international law--a.nd 
................ ' ... 
"the states ought to behave as they haVe customarily beha;ed,n28 
which is the basic norm of general international law. 
International law, moreover, forms one single ~ystem of norma 
with the network of national legal orders through a relationship 
of delegation. This m.eans that the norms of intez-national law are 
incomplote norms which empower the subjects ot international 1 •• 
to perform certain actions as organs of the law. The states, as 
juristic persons, are the subjeots of international law much the 
same way as corporations as juristic persons are the subjeots of 
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national law. For this r0ason, int~rnat1onal law applies to human 
beings indireotly (for the most part) through states. 
In this sUln..rnary of Kelsan t s doctrine on international law. 
three points are wOl"thy of note. rrheso are: the validity of inte%'-
national law, its unity, and its pril~lcy OVGr national law. 
To Kelsen the validity of international law is quite debata-
ble. Aooording to his definition of law as a speoific sooial tec~ 
nique of a ooeroivo order, the qUGstion is formulated this way: ~I. 
international law a hypothetio jud~uent presoribing a certain sanc-
tion for a oortain deliot?" He makes the test case the question 
of war. If war is net thar delict nor· sSL~ction, as soma say, then 
international la.w does not have the foroe of true law. But it war 
1s legallyllirbidden in prinoiple--the bellum Justum thaory--and 
permitted only as a ~eaot1on against an illegal aot, then intepna-
tional law is real law. 
This is a question purely of the regality of wa~, not its mor-
ality. Kelsen favors the bell~ 1ustum theory, on the grounds 
that historioally men and govel"nments have always Slown that they 
oonsidered Wat~ illegal, permitted only against a wrong suffered. 
But on the other hand th<u-'e are several arguments aealnst this the--
ory, tho weightiest of which is that ttaocording to international 
law war ca.nnot be i.nterpreted either ns a sanction or a deliot. 
Who is 1::;0 deoide the disputed issue as to whether one State has 
aotually violated a right of another State?n29 
The waippt or this argument leads Kelsan to hold that scien-
tifically either position oan be held, but that if one holds that 
war is neither deliot nor sanction, he must be consistent and deny 
the force of law to lnternntional law. He points out that the op-
ponants of the bellum Justum theory still want to consider inter-
national la.w to be a true law. 
It is this argument also which leads to Kelsen's comparison 
of international law with primitive law. l~or to say that there is 
such a thing as a just war, without ever being able to find one in 
the concrete order, would be an intolerable position for Kelsen, 
unless one could attribute this situation to a deficienoy of the 
law whioh future evolution mifftt overcome. He says that his pref-
erence i'or the bellUfl1. Justum. theory, whioh he calls a poll tioal 
preferenoe, 1s only justified by the possibility of this evolution. 
But since we do not know whether the possibility will ever actuall1 
• be r~a.11zed, the other theory 1s scientlt1cally admissable too. 
As fox' the u.."l1ty of national and international law, Kelsen 
says that it nis an epistemological postulate. A jurist ~o ao-
oepts both as sets of.' valld. norms must try to comprehend them as 
pa.rts or one harmonious system .. ,,30 This is in pax-i'eet; acoord with 
Kelsen* s views on the nature of a system, whiohwe have troo1scribed 
above {pp. 33-34>. 
But within one system there lnay be a question ot the pr1macY' 
lOOT, 373. 
-
S1 
o£ one part or another. Kelsen defInitely prefers the prImacy ot 
international law. One commentator prat ••• him foze "having %'e1e-
gated a piece of make-believe--namely, the sove%'eign will ot the 
personifIed state--to its proper place among other rellcs,")l and 
says further that "Kelsen takes the state oft the pinnacle or the 
legal pyramid--a posltion to whlch it had been elevated by the doc-
trine of sovereignt7--and consigns it to an intermediate ple.ce in 
the legal hierarchy.al2 
But even with thin preference, and even though Kelsen sa,.s 
that the hypothesis of the supremaoy of national law is a pm-allel 
with a subjectivist philosophy whose only consequenoe can be solip-
slsm,l) he also insists that if there 18 a primacy of international 
law, it is only in the epistemological (logical) order. It 1s 
merel1 a way ot looking at law, which as a s1atiem of norms, must 
be looked at &8 one harmonious whole_, Thls epistemological primaoy 
says nothing aboutposltive primacy. I'his point of view 1'$ no be. ... 
sis at all for deolaring a certain law 1n a national legal ol'dar 
invalid. A positive law is invalid if and onl1 i~ there is anot~ 
81' positive law which explicitly provides for its abrogation. 
This 1s also why the hypothesis at the supremaoy of national 
law 1s scientifically on a par with that of the supremacy of inter-
llHeIlI'1 Janzen, "Kels.n' 8 TheorY' of Law," !!.1!. ~merlc!n Pol;~i­
cal Scienoe Review, XXXI (AprIl, 1937), 226. 
............ • r 
32Ibi4_ 
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national law. Neither of them has the power to affect the exist-
ing order or positive law. For the foundation of this whole legal 
theory is the analysis of positive Inw as it presents :itself to us 
empirically. A point of view which is fabricated to comprehend 
law as a unity cannot affect the brute entitet1veness of posItive 
law. 
But if one must look at law as a unity, Kelsen preters to do 
so by considerine international law as supreme. He holds too, it 
must be admitted, that international law regulates national law 
even in the positive order. However, he does not insist on this 
point. 
In summaryl Kelsan considers the whole existine system of 
positive law as a single harmonious, homogeneous whole, a dynamic 
system of pure norms. Essential to this viaw is the definition ot 
the juristic person in general as a <?omplex 01' legal norms, and 
the definition of the state as the peI"sonificatlon of a national 
legal order. Thus, the person i8 a normative entity within the 
state, and the state 1$ a normative entity within international 
law. There is a problemJ nowever, about the rolution of this 
whole system ot norms to concrete man, through the concept of per-
son. 
SOUiE PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
Since Professor Kelsen has done much writing on practical le-
gal problems, it would be good to oonsider how he handles some of 
them. We shall look for the relationship between hls handling of 
these problems and his basio legal theory. 
He is very interested in intex-national law, and so has ha.d 
much to saY' about the United Nations. Taking: one instanoe only, 
he oriticizes the preamble to the Charter of the U. w. l He points 
out that l't is illogical in plaoes and repetitious in general. 
This sloppiness might have been ori ticized by a jUl"lst holding any 
legal theory_ 
But he also c1"1 ticizes the prean:ibl-e tor appealing bo~h to jus-
" -
tice and international law. He then points out that if they are 
identical, then one of the appeals is superfluous, and adds the 
following characteristic statement: 
It, which is r;loroe probable, they are not identioal, and. oon-
sequently fJ.ay be in apposl tlonto each other, the question 
arises whether the one or the other shall be maintained in 
case of a C0I1111ct. Since the Churter gives no answer to 
this question and no definition of the oonoept of justice, 
the organ of the United Uations which has to apply the provi-
lHans Kelsan, "The Preamble of the Charter--a Critical Analy-
sis," IE:.! JOUl"UB;;t. .2!. :t:ol1 tic.s, VIII (May, 1946), 134-159-
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sion of the Charter has the choice between justioe, or what 
thi~l orga.n considers to be Justice in the case at hand, and 
positive international law. In essence this means that the 
Charter does not strengthen but rather weakens respect for the 
obligations of international 1aw. 2 
Here there is a definite echo of Professor Ke1san t s formalism, 
his desire to have every situation taken oare of by a positive 
no:::-m.. It also l"sflects his opinion that justioe and tho corres-
ponding system of natural law are ideologies Which readlly oome i~ 
to confliot with positive law. 
Seoondly, lCelsen disousse3 the possibill ty of a peaoe troaty 
wi th Germany after \"Iorld War Two.) Rere we find. a strange rever-
sul of dootrine, what appears to the present Wl~ltor as an incons1&-
toney of theory with application of theory. 
For Kelsan says that since the army and aotual go-{ern1ng bod.y 
of Germany have been destroyed, German as a state has ceased to 
exist. lIe says that, therefore, a pf!8.ce troaty 113 impossible be-
'j 
oause one of the parties who is supposed to take part in it is noIP 
existent. What should be done is to torm a new state by u four-
power a t37"oement; but in this case, no peace treaty would be neoes-
sary, beoause the old state has oeased to exist, and there ia no 
oontinuity with tho new one. 
wbat is pu~zling hore is Kelsen's oiting of the destruction 
2Ibid., 156-151. 
JHans Kelson, ~Is a Poace Illreaty wi th Gornmny Logally Possible 
and Pol! tic;::;,lly Desirable? ff The American Poli tioal Science Review, 
XLI (Dece~ber, 1947), 1188-11~· . 
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of an army and a governinc; body ...... olomcnts of nR tural reD-Ii ty--a.s 
the factors which end the existence of a state. l"or he says that 
the state is of the normutive ordor. It would also seeril that, it 
the now G"erm.any uses tho sar.le bedy of' law us tho old, there would 
not only be a. continuity b0tween tho two z:;tntos, but. that they 
would be the surne state. 
The third practical app1ica.tion 1s Kelsen's opinion about 
P::"EUt!l1bles for constitutions in ceneral. He sa~rs tlUlt Il. In'oamble 
has a..11 ideoloGical rGther than a juristic ch.aractel". Ii' it 
were dropped. the real import of the constitution Vlould or-
dinarily not be changed in tl"'.'3 le.::tst. The pl"eal',1blo serves to 
give the ponstitution a greater dignity and thus a heifptenad 
efficacy.4 
1 
This vieWpoint is only tho logical app11c . .:: tion of £\ theory 
for Kelsan. 
l .. long with his opinion on preambles, there is his view on 
billa of rights. Of the contents of such a. "bill" he says, "Such. 
a right is thus no more 'natural t than' "[J.ny other riGht countenanced 
by the positive legal order."!> That is, a bill of rights is a set 
of rights conf'erred on a poople by the arb 1 trary and ideologics.lly 
founded deciDion of tho meJcers of the constitution. 
Fourthly, there is Kelsan's opinion of' the relation between 
power and law. We have cited above (pp. 19-20) tho political 1.n-
differenoe of the Pure nleory of Law, by which it recognizGs any 
4GT, 261. 
-
SGT 267. 
-' 
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!existinG legal order and seeks a basic norm for it. Kelsan's pos1-
!tion on the application of this indi;[,ference is to say, "Thus, the 
oasio norrtl, in a oertain sense, means the transfol"'nlation of power 
I 
into law."o 
These observations should be suffioient to give tho reader a 
general indioat.ion of the pattern which the application 0;[' the Pure 
Theory of Law tends to follow. 
" ' 
6,..m~t- 437 ~ , . 
CHAPTER VI 
TOWARDS AN EVALUATION 
It 1s the purpose or this final chaptez- to set forth the .main 
lines of a reasonable, honest, and thorough critioism ot Hans Kel-
sen f s Pure Theory of Law. These quali ties ~ould seem to be presup-
posed 1n an academic or professional philosophioal endeavor, but 
they al'e, in fact, not always found. In partioular, they are not 
always found with reference to Professor Kelsents theory. 
Some critioisms, though fundamentally true, seem to oonsist 
in the turn of a phrase, for example: 
••• and he answers that by safeguarding the consistenoy of the 
legal system he has thereby safeguarded ita meaning. But 
sinoe for K81.8n meaning !! consistenoy, he has simply in-
volved himself in an empty t~utQlogr. He haa merely preserved 
order tor the sake of order. l • 
This criticism seems to be too quiok to be of muoh value in 
discovering the basic problems in a fully elaborated theory of law. 
Other oritiques, though more extended, are ooncerned more 
with details or Kels9nu theory than wIth the larger philosophioal 
In. W. Mulligan, "Hans Kelsen and the Problem of Relativism. 
in Law," with discussion by W. P. Ob.ring. prOOeed.1~S of the 
Ame~ioan Catholic Phl1osoRhloa~ ~ssoclation, 'flft (l~);-l~ 
6) 
issues, and so are not well adapted to the purposes ot this paperfl 
But there are also critiques which do get at the heart of the 
matter and express their points olear1y and objeotively_ It is up-
on these that we will base most ot the oontents of this ohapter. 
These oritiques may be gathered under five heads. :First, the 
mention or the valuable pOints in Kelsen's Pure Theo1'7 and praise 
ot his oontribution to the soienoe of law. Seoondly, there is the 
problem ot the method ot the Pure Theory. Thirdly, the problem ot 
grounding suoh a tormal theory and the validIty ot the basic norm. 
Fourthly, the questIon ot the oonneotion of law with real man. 
Fifthly, the signifioanoe ot the oonsequenoe or the Pure Theory, 
which is a power philosophy. 
In praise of Kelsen, the oonsensus 18 that his theory "throws 
oonslderable light upon the real nature of juri8Prudence."3 In 
one sense it does this by showIng th~t "in grounding his whole 
• 
oonstruotion upon a hypothetioa1 pvemj;'se, the jurist may well c1a1m 
that he is doing nothi~~ but what 1s done in all other empirioa1 
solenoes. u4 In another respeot his oontribution is that his theory 
has shown the lawyer that it is only by reduoing the law to 
its simplest elements that it becomes possible to prooeed 
with the work of applying. developing, and, if the word maybe 
2See Jerome Hall, "Integrative Jurisprudence,lf Intex-pretatloas 
~l~Odern Lesal ~hl1osoehles, ad. Paul Sayre (New York, 1941), 313-
lAlexander P. d'~ntreves, ~Iatural Law (London, 1951), 107. 
, -
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used, ma.king, the law, with full awareness at every step of 
the non~legal faetors which are influencing him.S 
And he sheds light in a third respeot, the present writer 
might add, beoause he focuses on law as a means to an end, an ob-
servation whioh has great clarifying power as long as it is con-
nected with a true method of discovering ends, Fourthly, it ha.s 
been observed that his oonstruotion ot positive law based on a 
basic norm (Grundnorm) has a.n amaatug formal affinity to some ten-
ets of natura.l-law theory.6 A fifth contribution which Kelsen has 
made 1s the clarity of his positIon in divorcing law from various 
consent- and will-theories. and those whioh make the state an or. 
gan1am involving the total h~~ being. He makes or positive law 
a net-work of relations whioh govern only some human acts. Sooie-
ty 1s composed of these relations, but man 1s something which ex-
tends beyond them. 
" Suoh aohievements of olari ty are "largely due to the h.igh de-
gree of formality of Kelsents theory. It is to be expeoted that a 
theory which tends to make jurisprudence a branoh of logio would 
aohieve some of the preoision and olarity of logio. But this pur-
ifioation and f'ormalization of legal theory has adverse consequen-
oes when it is oarried too far. and it seems that Kelsen has so 
5J. Walter Jones, Histovloal Introduo~io~ 12 ~ Theory E! 
Law (Oxford, 1956) 2. .4., 234-
-
6see Heinrioh A. Rommen, The State in Catholio lJ:houpllt (st. 
Louis, 1945) 211; and Mu11igan;-"'Hans XeIien and tfie Problem of 
Relativism in Law," 18S. 
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over extended himself. 
The first difficulty with the formalism of lCelsents theory 
concerns the method by which the law is created, the inll11anent la.w 
of cognition by which man interprets mme elements 1n the world as 
norms. For if this nori:l1U tive '!;vay of thinking is irnm.anent to eogni ... 
tlon as suoh, 1t should be applioable to everything in the world 
that man knows. Kant saw this clearly, and that 1s why he held 
that oategories suoh as substanoe, causality and relation are laws 
of oognition for all experience. Everything that 1s unified into 
an object is unified by the categories. 
But norms on the contrary are only found as tho meaning of a 
limited group of facts. A knowable fact such as the attraotion of 
a weir)lt by the mass of the earth simply 1s not suscept1ble of in-
terpretatlo11 as a norm, that is, as 9. ft.free" relation of delict 
and sanction aooording to the princi~le of retribution. It primi-
" 
tive man d1d interpret it that way,. thlft is no sign that he d1d it 
by an im.l'!lAnent law of eogni tiona He may simply have m.a.de a :m.1s-
take. The fact that he could stop thinkine of it as a norm proves 
that the way of thinking was not fundamental to him. 
Along this line, Kelsan has the stranee nosition ot: holding 
that oausallty, the other way of thinking imrllanent to cognition, 
"is not a form of thoU£Jlt with which hu.m.an consoiousness is en-
dowed by natural necessity.n7 For, he says that there were peri-
7Hans Kelsan, SOcietl !!!!! Nature (Chicago, 1943), viii. 
ods 1n history when man did not thinJt causally_ And he means not 
at all. He seems to find no difficulty in having the fund~nental 
nature of mants intelleotual aotivity changing from. aCe to age. 
His position in these basio questions of episten~logy is far from 
satisfying. 
The seoond diffioulty conoerns the grounding of the basic 
norm. Atter Professor dtEntreves praises Kelsen tor grounding jur-
isprudenoe on a hypothetioal premise, he utters the oaution that 
soientific constructions are always based on worklas hypotheses. 8 
That ii, a scientific hypothesis, though unverified, tends with all 
its nature to ~. verified in the world of fact. If it is not, it 
dies and is disoarded by the soientist. As d 1Entreves says: 
In other words there ls, and must be, a point at Which 
the basic norm--the hypothesia-.... is oonvertod into a :ract--a 
thesls .... -unless its validity be derived from some other or 
further hypothesiS, a norm which will no longer be positive 
but can only be i proposition o~ flnatural lawn a pronounce-
ment on just1ce.~ . 
This second objection against the Pure Theory of Law contains 
three issues: the first, Which we have just introduced, concerns 
the validity of the basic norm; the second concerns the need for 
absolute values in respect to law; the third flows from the seoond, 
and conoerns the points of view oonneoted with relativism and eth-
ioal absolutism. 
Concerning the validity of the basic norm, Kelsen agrees that 
b d 
BdlEntreves, 101. 
9Ib1d .. 
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the ultimate teat ot ita validity is beyond law itself, as he sees 
it.10 D'Entreves interposes that this is nothing but a natural 
law proposition,ll and such seems to be the case. 
But Kelsen 1s perfeotly oontent to leave the ultimate va.lidity 
of the basie norm an open question. This attitude considerably 
disturbs such oritics as Protessor Hall and UaJ:1t1n J. Hillenbrand. 
Their oomments are less thoroughly rea.soned than Professor dtEn-
treves t , but perhaps are just as valid. 
Mr. Hl11enbx-and's oomplaint that "he seems to lead us up to 
the door and then reluctantly tell us he has forgotten the key,BlZ 
is a Journalistic expression of a solid objection. For Kelson ei-
ther says that there is no answer to the question of ultimate va-
lidity or else that the answer is 1n man's emot1onal make-up. It 
he gives the former answer, he falls under the suspioion that anT-
one falls under who refuses to answer~1ntelligible questions. If 
he insists on the emotionality of any solution, he is expressing a 
defInite theory ot ethics which, in turn, needs to be justified. 
But Kelsan sticks tlrml7 to a relatIvism that excludes all ab-
solute values from. the realm of reason and law. Perhaps the indig-
nant outory raised by Hall, Hillenbrand, and Hammen 1s the best an-
swer to this partioular faoet ot Kalsanfs theory. Their assertion 
IldfEntreves, 108. 
121tiartln J. Hillenbrand, Power !.nS! Morals (New York, 191t-9), 51. 
is simply that the Pure tI'heory of Law as a whole tthns mere11 under-
lined the impossibility of establishing a truly creative jurlspru, ... 
donee in a vacuum..,,13 Kelsan would say thnt this assertion is jus-
tified only to the extent that it is a true eXpression of the dis-
appointlllGnt these cr! tics feel at not havin~' theil" emotion:::.l pre-
ispositlons satisfied. To him. this is Just a question of dlrfer~ 
ent points of view, different Weltanse~auU1l.£s. Such thin~s are 
purely subjeotive matters of emotion. 
Therefore. one must not merely find an objective justifloatio 
for such an outory against relativism, but an objective justifica-
tion tOI' the point of view which causes it. 
But the point of view of Romrnen, Hillenbrand, and Hall (though 
expressed in varying degrees of excellenoe) is ,merely that there is 
an objective just1fication for some definite point of view. This 
~plies that there is a set of absol~ values, that law 1s rooted 
in reality. Thus, we find ourselves seeking an objective justifi-
cation of objectivity. 
The issue gan be stated in many ways. Professor Hot:men ahooe-
es an ad hominem argument, a variation of the appeal to ttthe exper-_ .......................... 
iance of intelligent Illen everywhere, ff He sa.ys: 
We must give up the idea that the world is ohaos to be ordered 
by man following sub~ive arb:ttr!u"Y standards or that it is 
an irrational, unintolligible order meohanically produoed by 
the struggle for existenoe or the survival of the fittest. We 
must restOI'e the sequence--objectlve being, intellect, moral 
law, will. Otherwise we cannot come to a eenuine natural law 
13Ibid •• S2. 
-
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as the basis for political philosophy thnt is more than a col-
lection of trite indifferent faots that arc by themselves only 
the raw muterial for science, but net U 1"00.1 scien.ce .. even if 
classified acoording to SOu~ arbitrary standards.l4 
This is a sood statement of the oase in general, and will sat-
lsfy many men. But there is a better way. Edgar Bodoruleimor. 
quoting his oolleague Lon Fuller, cites this take-it-or-leave-:tt 
appeal to evidence which strikes the present writer as being very 
much to the pOint. Boderuleimer says: 
ne convinoingly links natural law with the problem of "pur-
pose" in law and shows that a.gainst the backr,round of a tele-
ological jurisprudence the fundamental Kantlan distlnctlonbe-
twoen the Uis" and the '*ou;;htft loses much of its conceptual 
sharpness and doctinal a.bsoluteness. A purpose .. Puller pOi:Q.ts 
out, is "at once a f'act and a standard f'or judging facts. ttl;, 
But if this is true, then we have found u no~ that is also a 
natural fact, and have the f::,"rOund3 f'or building a coherent and ra-
tional thoo~y of law based on objective evidonce and imbedded in 
actual reality. It facts arc also norr.l8" thon there is no longer 
, 
" 
any need for presupposinS a basic norm as a juristio hypothesis. 
Rather. there is a need for discovering the basic norm as it ac~u­
ally exists in a concrete order. I£ anyone fact oan be a norm, 
then the existGnee or a factual basic norm is implied. 
The third dif'ficulty found with the Pure Theol7 of Law oon-
cerns its connection with real man. We have already noted part ot 
14Rornmon. !!1! S,tate !E CrB-tholic Tho14@t, 181. 
15Edgar Bodenheimer, "A Decade of' Jurisprudence in the United 
States of Amerioa: 1~46-1956 • ." N~tura.l Law b"or~, III (1958). 61. 
Quoting Lon Fuller, . American Legai Ph1Ios'ophy at MId-century, tf 
" 
11 
tha.t diffioulty above while treating of Kelsen 1 s doctrine of per-
son. 
But 1:'rofessor Kurt tfiilk also has a.n interesting objectl0n.16 
He observes that since Kelsan isolates law troIn the legally oonstl-
tuted society, he cannot rest the unity of the legal system on any 
relevanoe it mib,ht have for one and the aa1l0 sooial group. Thus, 
the unity oan only come fro~ the abstract relations of its norms to 
one another, based on their OOml:UQn logical dependenoe on the same 
fundamental norm. Then he asks on what basis we distinguish the 
law of one nation from. that of' another, since both have t;J.e sarile 
genera.l logical structu.:"'e and the same ultimate basia norm. He 
Days thut If ••• there are no logical limits to such 2. system or any 
cogaut ori terion to distinguish separate bodies of la" on a. purely 
logioal baais ••• tt17 He also points out that there are, in fact, 
many illogioa.lities and inconsistencies in law. Judges may intez-
" 
pret irl"ationally. but their mistakes otten .stay on tile books, and 
what is more important, their decisions are aftec,tiv.s,_ And, last-
ly, he says that Kelsan ignores the z'ea.l historical development of 
law. It was not always so coherent as it is now. Col'lel"enoe is 
only a feature of a pAl~tioular stage of law. But law was always 
law evon betore it reached that stage. 
t .. 
16Kurt '~nlk, lILaw and the .;)tato as Pm."o Idea.s. C1'·i'cioa1 Notes 
on the Basic Concepts of Kelsen's Legal Philosophy, tt ~tql,c~, LX 
(J'anuary, 1941),172-175. 
17Ibid., 114. 
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This objection, while fixine on a true difficulty with Kel-
sent s theory--its abstract;ness--does not seem to go deep enough. 
For even though Kelsan does seem to leave himself open to this type 
of objection when he is e~phasizing the purity of law and comparing 
D. system of' norms to mathem.atic.'].l systems, still h.is overall theo-
ry Is a positivisll1 as well as a i"ormalism. Moreover, his doctrine 
of the law e.s a means to an end permits him to discover the 'Wlit'1 
and distinctness of legal systems by reference to their ends, whioh 
are outside the law. Contradictions he would. handle by saying 
t,hat there can be deficienoies in a legal order, but that does not 
pro-Ie that la.v! does not need consistency. As for the developr::1ent 
of law, he explicitly admits it. Inoretlse in coherence '.'iould thrts 
be an inc1!ease in the exoellence or perfection of the law. 
Professox' Wilkt s cri tlcism is internal wi th respect to :[e1-
sen' 8 system. There is also an Gxte!"na1 cl"'iticism ooncerning this 
relation of law to man, expre[~sed by Pro:t:'esso:r Hornmen. l:le says 
that 
a system of nOr!.lS pl~eS\.l.pposes a. rEw.l authority issuins t..~e 
norms, and persons who do in reality acknowledge and obey 
them; only bY' this real obedience, freely given or torcibly 
imposed, does the c01lll:l1llll1ty exIst. Thus "normlt presupposes 
in a.bstra.cto authority issuing orders and eXpecting confcrmi-tY fI'om .free rational beings; "norm" presupposes someone ad-
dressed, and aoce}.Jtance 01" consent and ef'f'ective obedience to 
those orders by the individual persons. We rtJay thel'"e.t'ore say 
that community is not bes+~e or above the individual persona 
but in them all together .. -
AJ.thour;h this is a c:emn.>ally true statement, it also somewhat 
lSaommon, The State in Catholic ThoUrht, 34. 
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misses the mark a..s a di~ct rebuttal of Kelsan's dichotomy. For, 
. 
all those presuppositions could be true and the norm could still 
be totally isolated from reality. From this point of view, the 
critioism seems to be, as was stated inohoately above (pp. 43-47), 
that Kelsen recognizes the need rar a connection between the law 
and human beings in its application to them. But his principles 
make the conneotion logically impossible, and leave him only with 
a pseudo-oonnection based on the fundamental error ot a tour-term 
syllogism. The faot that he recognizes the need fo~ at least this 
oonnection puts him in the uncomt"o:rtable position of being an op-
ponent of his own postulate of purity_ 
!here is one more argument against Kelsen's disavowal of a:ny 
soientific need to~ grounding the basic norm. It 1s expressed 
with a oertain amount of trenchancy and bitternes.s by Carl J. 
Fx-1edr1oh$ but the Slrgu.tl:18nt is still :)ll8.ture and well-considered in 
itself. Friedrich says: " . 
Apapt from the vicious circles and tautologies ~ich are con-
tained in these propositions ••• it is important to under-
stand clearly that this readiness. indifferent to all values. 
to deSignate every power to cornmand as an "order of norms'· 
(Sollensordnu~), that is to say, as something valuable. may 
be meanIngfUl or a time whioh is peacetul ~~d unified in its 
value judgments, but it 1s senseless in a time whioh 18 torn 
by conflicts over values. Suoh a doctrine offers stones in-
stead ot bread.19 
And later on he oonoludes by saying that legalpositivlsm ot 
all kinds represents a turning away from the philosophy of law en-
19Carl J. Friedrich. The PhilosoEBY of Law in Historical Per-
speot1ve (Chicago, 1958), m. - - _. -
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tirely. He ends with this remark 
I ms.y be permitted therefore to put at the end of this chapter 
a sentence of Kelsen in whioh he desoribes what may be expect-
ed of him who has freed him~8elr of' all metaphysioal thought. 
He finds behind the positive law not the absolute truth of a 
metaphysios nor the absolute justioe of' a law of nature. "He 
who lifts the veil and does not olose his eyes faces the Gor2~ 
gon head ot power." This 1s exactly what we have experienced;~ 
This 1s not a mere quarrel with oonclusions apart from the va-
lidity ot premises. Rather it 1s a soientist's oomplaint against 
a theoI7 that does not solve the scientifio problem. Kelsents the-
ory ot law ultimately beoomes a theoI7 ot laWlessness. In some 
oases 1t does not work, for instanoe in times whioh are torn by a 
oonfliot over values. These times are notably frequent in human 
history. Suoh a tailure to provide law for situations which re-
quire law 1. oomparable to the failure ot a physioal law, tor in-
stanoe, the law of gravity, to work under oertain oonditions. Sup-
pose the law of gravity worked for a~l free-falling bodies exoept 
iron ones. " . 
If power 1s the ultimate determinant of the validity of law, 
then law is no determinant. The world is then a field of bandttr,-_ 
This 1s an ironio conolusion to draw trom a theory of law. It is 
11ke expressing a theory of the law of gravity in an equation oom-
posed entirely of unknowns. Scientists would ridioule such a law. 
And so Friedrioh is bitter 1n his attitude towards the Pure Theory 
ot Law. 
aOIbid., 171. 
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Whether it is necessary to be so trenchant in our criticism 
of Kelsen's theory as a whole is at least an open question, ror he 
has made real contl"ibutions to jurisprudence. But J:i'rledl~ich seems 
to be justified on this point. 
In StU1l!1lary: the rna.in lines of a reasonable, honest, and thor-
ough evaluation of Hans Kelsen's Pure Theory of Law would S6em to 
inolude the following five points: 
First, an appreciation of the contribution Kelsen has made to 
jurisprudence by clarifying the area of legal theory, 1) by trying 
to isolate jurisprudenoe on the basis of a hj~othetical premiss, 
thus giving it the independence of the empirioal sOiences; 2) by 
making the lawyer awal"S of the non-legal factors which are influ-
4!mcing him, especially the sociologioal ones; 3) by pointing out 
the position of law as a rational means to an end; &~d 4) by show-
ing the limitation of positive law, a~d therefore sooiety and the 
'0 
state, to a material sphere of validity-which includes only some 
of man1 s actions and not the total human being. 
Seoondly, we IllUSt note the insuffioiency of Kelsen's epistemo-
logical position which considers nOl"mativity as the produot of a 
way of thinking immanent to oocnition. This objection 1s r~de both 
on the grounds of the inexplicability of the restriction of norms 
to the interpretation of only certain facts, and on the grounds 
that Kelsen holds that such lL~nent laws are not unohangeable. 
Thirdly, rnany have found diffioul ty wi th the lao}, of £;round-
ing for the validity of the basic norm. This problem also includes 
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Kelson's rejection of all absolute values, and the possibility of 
havinE an obJeotive and ra.tional point of' view which will lead to 
suoh values. 
Fourthly, thcl--e is the problem of the connection of law with 
re a1 L'UiUl. 
Fifthly, Vie must make those observations Vihich are necessary 
conoerning a theorr of law which is admittedl,. l'>educed to fit philos-
ophy of power. 
" . 
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